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'Ihe key passages included in these volumes are not designed
l,o serve as a substitute for reading the fundamental works of
Marxism-Leninism in their entirety. The purpose of the series
is to assemble, within the covers of a single book, pertinent
cxcerpts dealing with a specific problem of primary imporl,once, such as the theory of the proletarian revolution, the
rlictatorship of the proletariat, strategy and tactics of the proIctarian revolution, the national and agrarian questions, etc.
Systematically compiled and arranged by V. Bystryansky
n,nd M. Mishin, this material should be extremely helpful as a
guide to individual or group study of the fundamental print:iples of Leninism.

The present volume is concerned with the Marxist-Leninist
rloctrine of the state; the dictatorship of the proletariat and its
l,hree main aspectsl the Soviets as a state form of the prolctarian dictatorship; the strengthening of the state power of
l,lre proletariat and the conditions for the withering away of
l,he state.
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THE MARXIST-LENINIST DOCTRINE OF THE
STATE

1. The

lt.

Essence

of the State as a Dictatorship Set Up by One
Class Over the Other

The State as the Product ol the lrreconcilability
Class Contradictions

ol

the

What is now happening to Marx's doctrine has, in the course

of history, often happened to the doctrines of other revolutionary thinkers and leaders of oppressed classes struggling
for emancipation. During the lifetime of great revolutionaries,
the oppressing classes relentlessly persecute them and meet
their teachings with the most sayage hostility, the most furious
hatred and the most ruthless campaign of lies and slanders.
After their death, attempts are made to convert them into
harmless icons, to canonize them, so to say, and to Burround

their names with a certain halo for the "consolation" of the
oppressed classes and with the object of duping them. At the
same time the content of their revolutionary doctrine is emasculated and vulgarized and its revolutionary edge is blunted.

At the present time, the bourgeoisie and the opportunists in
the labor movement are cotiperating in this work of "revising"
Marxism. They omit, obliterate, and distort the revolutionary
side of its doctrine, its revolutionary soul. They push to the
foreground and extol what is, or seems, acceptable to the
bourgeoisie. All the social-chauvinists are now "Man<ists"
(don't laugh!). And more and more frequently, German bourgeois professors, erstwhile specialists in the extermination of
Marxism, are speaking of the "national-German" Marx, who,
they aver, trained the labor unions which are so splendidly
organized for the purpose of conducting a predatory war!
E
I
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In such circumstances, in view of the incredibly widespread
nature of the distortions of Marxism, our flrst, task is to
restore the true doctrine of Marx on the state. For this purpose
it will be necessary to quote at length from the works of Marx
and Engels. Of course, long quotations will make the text
cumbersome and will not help to make it popular reading,
but we cannot possibly avoid them. All, or at any rate, all
the most essential passages in the works of Marx and Engels
on the subject of the state must necessarily be given as fully
as possible, in order that the reader may form an independent
opinion on all the views of the founders of scientiflc Socialism
and on the development of those views, and in order that their
distortion by the now prevailing "Kautskyism" may be documentarily proved and clearly demonstrated.
Let us begin with the most popular of Engels, works, Dar
Ursprung der Familie, das Priuateigentums und, d,es Staats,*
the sixth edition of which was published in Stuttgart as far
back as 1894....
Summing up his historical analysis, Engels says:
The state is therefore by no means a power imposed on society
from the outside; just as little is it "the reality of the moral idea,,,
"the image and reality of reason," as Hegel asserts. Rather, it is a
product of society at a certain stage of development; it is the admission that this society has become entangled in an insoluble contradiction with itself, that it is cleft into irreconcilable antagonisrns,
which it is powerless to dispel. But in order that these antagonisms,
classes with conflicting economic interests, might not consume themselves and society in sterile struggle, a power apparently standing
above society became necessary, for the purpose of moderating the
conflict and keeping it within the bounds of "order"; and this power,
arising out of society, but placing itself above it, and increasingly
alienating itself from it, is the state.

This fully expresses the basic idea of Marxism on the question of the historical r6le and meaning of the state. The state
is the product and the manifestation of the irreconcilabilitg of.
class antagonisms. The state arises when, where, and to the
*Frederick Engels, The Origi,n
the State.-Ed,.
8
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rrxtcnt that the class antagonisms carnxof be objectively reconr:ilcd. And, conversely, the existence of the state proves that
lJrc class antagonisms are trtecoucilable.
It is precisely on this most important, and fundamental point
that distortions of Marxism, proceeding along two main lines,
bcgin.

On the one hand, the bourgeois ideologists, and particularly
l,lrc petty-bourgeois ideologists, compelled by the pressure of
indisputable hisborical facts to admit that the state only exists
where there are class antagonisms and the class struggle,
"conect" Marx in a way that makes it appear that the state
is an organ for the conciliation of classes. According to Marx,
l,he state could neither arise

nor continue to exist

if it were

possible to conciliate classes. According to the petty-bourgeois
und philistine professors and publicists-frequently on the
strength of benevolent references to Marxl-the state con-

ciliates classes. According to Marx, the state is an organ of
alass rule, an organ for the oppression of one class by another;
it creates "order" which legalizes and perpetuates this oppression by moderating the collisions between the classes. In
the opinion of the petty-bourgeois politicians, order mealul
the conciliatiou of classes, and not the oppression of one class
by another; to moderate collisions means to conciliate and not
deprive the oppressed classes of definite means and methods of
fighting to overthrow the oppressors.
For instance, when, in the Revolution of 1977, the question
of the real meaning and r6le of the state arose in aII ils
grandeur, as a practical question demanding immediate action
on a wide mass scale, all the Socialist-Revolutionaries and
Mensheviks immediately and completely sank to the pettybourgeois theory that the "state" "conciliates" classes. Innumerable resolutions and articles by politicians of both these
parties are thoroughly saturated with this purely pettybourgeois and philistine "conciliation" theory. Petty-bourgeois
democracy is never able to understand that the state is the
organ of the rule of a deflnite class which cannot be reconciled
with its antipode (the class opposed to it). Their attitude

I
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towards the state is one of the most, striking proofs that our
Socialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks are not Socialists at
all (which we Bolsheviks have always maintained), but pettybourgeois democrats with near-Socialist phraseology.
On the other hand, the "Kautskyan" distortion of Marx is
far more subtle. "Theoretically," it is not denied that the
state is the organ of class rule, or that class antagonisms are
irreconcilable. But what is forgotten or glossed over is this:
If the state is the product of irreconcilable class antagonisms,
if it is a, power standing aboue society and "increas,ingly
alienating itsell front it," iL is clear that the liberation of the
oppressed class is impossible, not only without a violent revolulion, but also without the destruction ol the apparatus of state
power which was created by the ruling class and which is the
embodiment of this "alienation." As we shall see later, Mam
very definitely drew this theoretically self-evident conclusion
from a concrete historical analysis of the tasks of the revolution. And-as we shall show fully in our subsequent remarksit is precisely this conclusion which Kautsky has ,'forgotten,,
and distorted.

B. The Military

Bureaucratic Appwatus

ol the Bourgeois

State
Engels continues:

As against the ancient gentile organization, the primary distinguishi:rg feature of the state is the division of the subjects of the
to territory.*
(rnatural"
to us, but it cost a prolonged
Such a division seems
struggle against thd old form of tribal or gentile society.
sta,te accord'in4

. . . The second is the establishment of a public power, which is
no longer directly identical with the population organizing itself as
an armed power. This special public power is necessary, because a
self-acting armed organization of the population has become impossible since the cleavage of society into classes. .. . This public
power exists in every state; it consists not merely of armed men,
* Ibid.
10
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Irrrt of material appendages, prisons and coercive institutions of all
liirrds, of which gentile society knew nothing. . . .*
Engels further elucidates the concept of the ,,power,' which
is termed the state-a power which arises from society, but
which places itself above it and becomes more and more alienrr,ted from it. What does this power mainly consist of? It
r:onsists of speeial bodies of armed men which have prisons,
<:tc., at their disposal.
We are justified in speaking of spccial bodies of armed men,
bccause the public power which is an attribute of every state
is not "directly identical" with the armed. population, with
its "self-acting armed organization.,,
Like all the great revolutionary thinkers, Engels tried to
draw the attention of the class conscious workers to the very
fact which prevailing philistinism regards as least worthy of
attention, as the most common and sanctified, not only by
Iong standing, but, one might say, petrified prejudices. A standing army and police are the chief instruments of state power.
But can it be otherwise?
From the point of view of the vast majority of Europeans of
the end of the nineteenth century whom Engels was addressing
and who have not lived through or closely observed. a single
great revolution, it cannot be otherwise. They completely fail
to understand what a t'self-acting armed organization of the
population" is. To the question, whence arose the need for
special bodies of armed men, standing above society and becoming alienated from it (police and stand.ing army), the
Western European and Russian philistines are inclined to
answer with a few phrases borrowed from Speneer or Mikhailovsky, by referring to the complexity of social life, the
differentiation of functions, and so forth.
Such a reference seems "scientific,,; it effectively dulls the
senses of the average man and obscures the most important
and basii fact, namely, the cleavage of society into irreconcilably antagonistic classes. Had this cleavage not existed, the
* Ibid.
11
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"self-acting armed organization of the population" might have
differed from the primitive organization of a tribe of monkeys
grasping sticks, or of primitive man, or of men united in a
tribal form of society, by its complexity, its high technique,
and so forth; but it would still have been possible.
It is impossible now, because civilized society is divided
into antagonistic and, indeed, irreconcilably antagonistic
classes, the "self-acting" arming of which would lead to an
armed struggle between them. A state arises, a special force is
created in the form of special bodies of armed men, and every
revolution, by destroying the state apparatus, demonstrates to
us how the ruling class strives to restore the special bodies of
armed men which serve ff, and how the oppressed class strives
to create a new organization of this kind, capable of serving
not the exploiters but the exploited.
In the above argument, Engels raises theoretically the very
question which every great revolution raises practically, palpably and on a mass scale of action, namely, the question of
the relation between special bodies of armed men and the
"self-acting armed organization of the population." We shall
see how this is concretely illustrated by the experience of the
European and Russian revolutions.
But let us return to Engels' exposition.
IIe points out that sometimes, in certain parts of North
America, for example, this public power is weak (he has in
mind a rare exception in capitalist society, and he speaks about
parts of North America in its pre-imperialist days, where the
free colonist predominated), but that in general it tends to
become stronger.

It [the public power] grows stronger, however, in proportion as
the class antagonisms within the state become more acute, and with
the growth in size and population of the adjacent states. W'e have
only to look at our present-day Europe, where class stmggle and
rivalry in conquest have screwed up the public power to such a pitch
that it threatens to devour the whole of society and even the state
itself.*
t,

12
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'l'his was written as early as the beginning of the ,nineties
rrl'l,hc last century, Engels, last preface being dated June 16,

ll*91. The

turn towards imperialism-meaning by that

rrornplete domination

the

of the trusts, the omnipotence of the big
lrrLrrks, and a colonial policy on a grand scale, and
so forth_
rvrrs only just beginning in tr'rance, and was even weaker
in
North America and in Germany. Since then ,,rivalry in con_
rlrrcst" has made gigantic progress-especially as, by the bellinning of the second decade of the .twentieth cenlury, the
rvlrole world had been finally divided up among these ,,rivals
in
,',rr)quest," i.e., among the great predatory po.wers.
Since then,
rrrilitary and naval armaments have grown to monstroua pro_
prrrtions, and the predatory war of lg74-lz for the
dominaiion
,rl'the world by England or Germany, for the division
of the
rpoils, has brought the ,,devouring,, of all the forces of
societv
lr.y the rapacious state power to the verge of completl

r:rr,tastrophe.

As early as 1891, Engels was able to point to ,,rivalry in
..nquest" as one of the most important distinguishing features
r,I the foreign policy of the Great powers, but in lg14_17,
when
llris rivalry, many times intensified, has given birth to an
ir,perialist war, the rascally social-chauvinists cover up their
rlcfense of the predatory interests of ,,their,, bourgeoisie
by
lrlrrases about "defense of the fatherland,,' ,,defense of thl
rcpublic and the revolution,', etc.!

C. The State as an Instrument lor the Erptoitation of

the

Oppressed, Class

For the maintenance of a special public power standing
rbove society, taxes and state loans are needed.
......Possessing the public power and the right to exact taxes, the
rrflicials now exist as organs of society standing aboue society.'The
l'r'ce,-_

voluntary respect which was accorded to the orguo. of th.

gcntile organization does not satisfy them, even

if they could have it.*

* Ibid.
13
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Special laws proclaiming the sanctity and the immunity of
the officials are enacted. "The shabbiest police servant" has
more "authority" than all the representatives of the tribe put
together, and even the head of the military power of a civilized
state may well envy a tribal chief the "unfeigned and undisputed respect" the latter enjoys.
Ilere the question of the privileged position of the officials
as organs of state power is stated. The main point indicated
is: What puts them aboue society? We shall see how this
theoretical problem was solved in practice by the Paris Commune in 1871 and how it was slurred over in a reactionary
manner by Kautsky in 1912.
As the state arose out of the need to hold elass antagonisms in
check, but as, at the same time, it arose in the midst of the conflict
of these classes, it is, as a rule, the state of the most powerful, economically dominant class, which, through the medium of the state,
becomes also the dominant class politically, and thus acquires new
means of holding down and exploiting the oppressed class. .. .*

It

was not only the ancient and feudal states that were

organs for the exploitation of the slaves and serfs, but
. . . the contemporary representative state is an instrument of
exploitation of wage labor by capital. By way of exception, however,
periods occur when the warring classes are so nearly balanced that
the state power, ostensibly appearing as a mediator, acquires, for the
moment, a certain independence in relation to both... .f

Such, for instance, were the absolute monarchies of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Bonapartism of the
First and Second Empires in France, and the Bismarck r6gime
in Germany. Such, we add, is the present Kerensky government in republican Russia since it began to persecute the
revolutionary proletariat, at the moment when, thanks to the
leadership of the petty-bourgeois democrats, the Soviets have

alreadg become impotent, while the bourgeoisie
strong enough openly to disperse them.
* Ibid.
t lbid.

t4

is not yet
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In a democratic republic, Engels continues, ,,wealth wields
il,n power indirectly, but all the more effectively,', first, by
tno&ns of the "direct corruption of the offi.cials,, (America);
by means of "the alliance between the government and
Exchange" (France and America).
At the present time, imperialism and the domination of the
lrtnks have "developed" both these methods of defending and
ruserting the omnipotence of wealth in democratic republics of
tll descriptions to an unusually fine art. For instance, in the
vcry flrst months of the Russian democratic republic, one
might say during the honeymoon of the union of the ,,Socialists"--rSocialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks-with the
hourgeoisie, Mr. Palchinsky, in the coalition government, obn[ructed every measure intended for the purpose of restraining
l,lrc capitalists and their marauding practices, their plundering
of the public treasury by means of war contracts. When Mr.
l'alchinsky resigrred (replaced, of course, by an exactly similar
l)alchinsky) the capitalists "rewarded,, him with a ,,soft,, job
nnd a salary of 120,000 rubles per annum. What would you
cnll this--direct or indirect corruption? An alliance between
l,lre government and the syndicates, or ,,only,, friendly relations? What r6le do the Chernovs, Tseretelis, Avksentyevs and
Itkobelevs play? Are they the ',direct,, or only the indirect
-rr,llies of the millionaire treasury looters?
The omnipotence of "wealth" is thus more secure in a demor:ratic republic, since it does not depend on the faulty political
shell of capitalism. A democratic republic is the best possible
political shell for capitalism, and therefore, once capital has
gained control of this very best shell (through the palchinskys,
Ohernovs, Tseretelis and Co.) it establishes its power so Be<:urely, so firmly, thaL no change, either of persons, of institu{,ions, or of parbies in the bourgeois democratic republic can
shake it.
We must also note that Engels very definitely calls universal
ruffrage a me&ns of bourgeois rule. Universal suffrage, he says,
ohviously summing up the long experience of Germau Socialuocond,

t,hc Stock

l)emocracy, is
15
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It

cannot and never

an index of the maturity of the working class.
will be anything more in the present state.

The petty-bourgeois democrats, such as our SocialistRevolutionaries and Mensheviks, and also their twin brothers,
the social-chauvinists and opportunists of Western Europe, all
expect "more" from universal suffrage. They themselves adhere to, and iustill into the minds of the people, the wrong
idea that universal suffrage "in the modern state" is really
capable of expressing the will of the majority of the toilers
and of insuring its realization.
Ilere we can only note this wrong idea, only point out that
Engels'perfectly clear, precise, and concrete statenoent is distorted at every step in the propaganda and agitation conducted
by the "official" (i.e., opportunist) Socialist parties. A detailed
elucidation of the utter falsity of this idea, which Engels
brushes aside, is given in our further account of the views of
Marx and Engels on the "modem" staLe.
Engels gives a general summary of his views in the most
popular of his works in the following words:
The state, therefore, has not existed from all eternity. There have
been societies which managed without it, which had no conception
of the state and state power. At a certain stage of economic development, which was necessarily bound up with the cleavage of society
into cla,sses, the state became a necessity owiag to this cleavage. We
are now rapidly approaching a stage in the development of production at which the existence of these classes has not only ceased to
be a necessity, but is becoming a positive hindrance to production'

wheel and the bronze ax.*

lVe do not often come across this passage in the propaganda
and agitation literature of present-day Social-Democracy. But
even when we do come across it, it is generally quoted in the
same manner as one bows before an icon, i.e., it is done merely
to show official respect for Engels, and no attempt is made to
* Ibid.
16
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grr,uge the breadth and depth of the revolution presupposed by
l,lris relegating of "the whole state machine . . . to the museum
o[ antiquities." In most cases we do not even find an underHl,unding of what Engels calls the state machine.
V. f. Lenin, The State and, Reuolutinn, London and New York, 1932,
1rp. 7-15.

Bourgeois State Machine is a
of
the
Proletarian Revolution
Necessary Condition

2. The Breaking Up of the

It is well knom that in the autumn of 1870, a few months
lrcfore the Commune, Marx warned the Paris workers that an
rul,tempt to overthrow the government would be desperate folly.
llut when, in March 1877, a decisive battle was f orced, upon
l,lrc workers and they accepted it, when the uprising. had beoome a fact, Marx greeted the proletarian revolution with the
grcatest enthusiasm, in spite of unfavorable auguries. Marx
rlid not assume the rigid attitude of pedantically condemning
t "premature" movement as did the ill-famed Russian renegtde from Marxism, Plekhanov, who, in November 1905, wrote
rurcouragingly about the workers' and peasants' struggle but,
rr,fter December 1905, cried, liberal fashion: "They should not
lrtve taken to atms."
- Marx, however, was not only enthusiastic about the heroism
of the Communards who "stotmed the heavens" as he explcssed it. Although it did not achieve its aim, he regarded the
rnass revolutionary movement as an historic experiment of
gigantic importance, as an advance of the world proletarian
rcvolution, as a practical step that was moro important than
lrundreds of programs and discussions. Marx conceived his
l,rrsk to be to analyze this experiment, to draw lessons in tactics
flom it, to retixamine his theory in the new light it afforded.
Marx made the only "correction" he thought it necessary to
rnake in The Communist Manilesto on the basis of the revolul,ionary experience of the Paris Communards.
The last preface to the new German edition of The Communist Mani.lesto signed by both its authors is dated June 24,
t7
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L872. In this preface the authors, Karl Marx and Frederick
Engels, say that the program of Th,e Communist Manilesto
is now "in places out of date," and they go on to say:
One thing especially Was proved by the Commune, aiz., that the
"utorking class cannot simplg lay hold, ol the ready-made state machine and, wield, it lor its own purposes."
The authors took the words in quotation marks in the abovequoted passage from I\{arx's book, The Ciuil War in Prance.
Thus, Marx and Engels regarded one of the principal and
fundamental lessons of the Paris Commune as being of such
enormous importance that they introduced it as a vital correction in The Commuruist Manifesto.
It is extremely characteristic that it is precisely this vital
eorrection that has been distorted by the opportunists, and its
meaning, probably, is not known to nine-tenths, if not ninetynine-hundredths, of the readers of The Communist Manitesto.
We shall deal with this distortion more fully fur0her on, in a
chapter devoted specially to distortions. Here it will be sufficient to note that the current vulgar "interpretation" of Manr's
famous utterance quoted above is that Marx here emphasizes
the idea of gradual development in contradistinction to the
seizure of power, and so on.
As a matter of fact, eractly the opposite is the case. Marx's
idea is that the working elass must brealc up, smash the
"ready-made state machine," and not confine itself merely to
laying hold of it.
On April 12, 1871, i.e., just at the time of the Commune,
Marx wrote to Kugelmann:

If

you look at the last chapter of my Eighteenth Brumaire, you
will see that I say that the next attempt of the French Revolution
will be no longer, as before, to transfer the bureaucratic military
machine from one hand to the other, but to sraash [Marx's italicsthe original is zerbrechenl; and this is essential for every real
people's revolution on the Continent. And this is what our heroic

Party comrades in Paris are attempting.*

*Editoy's note: The question of the possibility for the proletariat to

win power rvithout smashing the bourgeois state machine in
and America in the 'seventies is dealt with on pp. 68S9.
18
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'Ihe words, "to smash" "the bureaucratic military state
rnochine," briefly express the principal lesson of Marxism on
l,lrc task of the proletariat in relation to the state during a
lcvolution. And it is precisely this lesson that has been not
only forgotten, but positively distorted, in the prevailing
l(tutskyan'rinterpretation" of Marxism.
V. L Lenin, The State and Reuolutinn, pp.32-34.

3. The Fight Against Anarchism and Bukharin's SemiAnarchist Errors on the Question of the State
Allow me to recall the well-known theoretical dispute beLenin and Bukharin on the question of the state, which
<leveloped in 1916. That is important in order to reveal both
t,lre inordinate claims of Comrade Bukharin to teach Lenin,
rnd the roots of his theoretical unsoundness on such important
rluestions as the dictatorship of the proletariat, the class
ctruggle, etc. As you know, in 1916, an article by Comrade
Bukharin appeared in the magazine Youth International,,
nigned Nota Bene, which, as a matter of fact, was directed
ogainst Comrade Lenin. In his article Comrade Bukhariu
l,ween

writes:

It

. ..
is absolutely wrong to seek the difrerences between the
Socialists and the Anarchists in the fact that the former are advocates and the latter opponents of the state. As a matter of fact, the
real difference between them is that revolutionary Social-Democracy

wants to organize social production on new, centralized lines, i.e.,
technically the most progressive, whereas decentralized anarchist
production would mean a step backward to the old technique, to the

old form of enterprise....
. . . Social-Democr&cy, which is, or which, at any rate, should be
the teacher of the masses, now more than ever must emphasize its
hostility in principle to the state. . . . The present war has shown
how deeply the roots of the state have penetrated the soul of the
workers.

Comrade Lenin replied

in a

special article, criticizing the

views of Comrade Bukharin, published

in

1916. He said:
19
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lroint is that, according to Comrade Bukharin, the working
class should be hostile in pri,nciple to the state as such' trt<rluding the working class state.
Stea.' Lenin then only talked about utilizing the state; he
srrid nothing in his criticism of Comrade Bukharin regarding
l,hc "blowing up" of the state.
Stalin: You are mistaken, Comrade Sten' Let me assure you
l,hat the point here is that, in the opinion of Comrade Buklrarin (and of the Anarchists), the workers should emphasize
lleir hostility in principle to the state as such, and, hence, to
l,he state of the transition period, to the working class state.
'fry to explain to our workers that the working class must
bccome imbued with hostility in principle to the proletarian
rlictatorship which, of course, is also a state. Comrade Buk-
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That is wrong. The author raises the question as to what is the
difference between the attitude of the Socialists and the Anarchists
towards the state, but he replies not to this question, bttt to another,
namely, what is the difference in their attitude towards the economic
basis of the future of society? That, of course, is a very important
and necessary question. But it does not follow from that that the
main point of the differenee in the attitude of the Socialists and
Anarchists towards the state can be overlooked. Socialists are in
favor of utilizing the modern state and its institutions in the struggle
for the emancipation of the working class and are equally in favor
of utilizing the state for the peculiar form of transition from capitalism to socialism. This transitional form, which is olso a state, is
the dictatorship of the proletariat. The Anarchists want to "abolish"
the state, to "blow it up" (sprerqen), as Comrade Nota Bene expresses it in one place, erroneously attributing this view to the socialists. The socialists-unfortunately the author quotes the words of
Engels relevant to this subject far too inadequately-recognize that
the state will "gradually" die out, will "fall asle,ep" after Lbe bow'
geoisie has been expropriated. .. .
. . . In order to "emphasize" "hostility" to the state "on principle,"
it is necessary to understand it "clearly," and it is just, this clarity
which the author lacks. The phrase regarding "the roots of the state"
is absolutely muddled, non-Marxian, non-socialist. It is not that
"state" has clashed with the negation of state, but that the opportunist policy (i.e., an opportuaist, reformist, bourgeois attitude to the
state) has clashed with revolutionary Social-Dempcratic policy (i.e.,
the revoiutionary Social-Democratic attitude to the bourgeois state
and towards the utilization of the state against the bourgeoisie i:r
order to overthrow it). These are absolutely aud entirely different
things. (V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Russian edition, Vol. XIX,

p.

harin's position as set forth in his article in Youth Internationnl is that he repudiates the state in the period of
l,ransition from capitalism to socialism. Comrade Bukharin
t'trifle," namely, the whole transition period,
here overlooked a
rluring which the working class cannot get along without its
own st&te, if it really wants to crush the bourgeoisie and build
socialism. That is the flrst point' The second point is that it is
not t'rue that Comrade Lenin at that time did not deal in his
criticism with the theory of the "blowing up," or the "abolil,ion" of the state in general. Lenin not only dealt with that
theory, as is obvious from the passages I have cited, but he
cliticized it to bits, as an anarchist theory, and opposed it by
the theory of the creation of a new state after the overthrow
of the bourgeoisie, namely, the state of the proletarian dictatorship. Finally, the anarchist theory of "blowing up" the
state must not be confused with the Marxist theory of the
"breaking up," the "smashing" of the bourgeo'[s state machine.
Ceriain comrades are inclined to confuse these two distinct
conceptions in the belief that they are an expression of one
and the same idea. But that is wrong, comrades, absolutely
wrong. Lenin proceeded only from the Marxist theory of the
"smashing" of the bowgeois state machine when he criticized

2e6.)

I think the point of issue is clear, and I think the semianarchistic mess Comrade Bukharin has got himself into is
also clear.

Sten: LL that time Lenin had not yet fully for:mulated the
necessity for "blowing up" the state. Bukharin, while committing anarchist errors, was approaching a formulation of the
question.

Stalin: No, Comrade Sten, that is not the point at present.
The point is the attitude toward the state in general. The

2L
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the anarchist theory of "blowing up" and "abolishing" the
state in general.
Joseph Stalin, Lenirvism,,Yol. II, pp. 145-147. From the minutes of the
Plenum of the Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet
Union, held in April 1920, alt, which this speech was delivered.

4.
A.

The Bourgeois State and Its Forms

Bourgeois Democracy-A Veiled Form of the Dictatorship
ol the Bowgeoisie

I have already mentioned to you Engels' work, The Origin
ol the Familg, Priuate Property and the State as an aid' Here
it is precisely stated that any state, however democratic, where
private properby exists in land and in the means of production
and where capital predominates, is a capitalist state, a
machinery in the hands of the capitalists for the purpose of
holding in subjection the working class and the poor
peasantry; whereas universal suffrage, the Constituent Assembly and Parliament are merely a form, a kind of promissory note which essentially does not alter the case.
The forms of state domination may vary: capital manifests
its force in one m&nner where there is one form and in a
different manner where there is another, but in essence power
remains in the hands of capital.. . . Capital, once it exists,
dominates society and no democratic republic, no electoral law

alters this fact.
The democratic republic and universal suffrage marked an
enormous progress as compared with serfdom: they offered the
proletariat the possibility of achieving its present unity and
consolidation, and of forming the serried disciplined ranks
which wage a systematic fight against capitalism' The serf
peasant, let alone the slaves, knew nothing that in any way
resembled it. The slaves, as we know, m&ny a time revolted,
rioted, fought in civil wars, but at no time were they able to
form a class conscious majority or create parties which would
lead the fight; they were unable clearly to understand what
22
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they were aiming at and always, even in the most revolutionary periods of history, proved to be pawas in the hands
of the ruling classes. The bourgeois republic, parliament, universal suffrage-all this represents tremendous progress from
the point of view of the world development of society.
I{umanity progressed towards capitalism and only capitalism,
thanks to urban culture, enabled the oppressed class of proletarians to find itself and create the world labor movement,
the millions of workers all over the world who are organized
into parties-the socialist parties which consciously lead the
struggle of the masses. Without parliamentarism, without the
suflrage this development of the working class would have
proved impossible. That is why all this assumed such great
importance in the eyes of the broad masses of the people.
That is why the change appears so difficult. Not only deliberate
hypocrites, scientists and clergymen, but also masses of people
who innocently repeat the old prejudices and cannot understand the transition from old capitalist society to socialism,
maintain and defend this bourgeois lie that the state is free
and is called upon to defend the interests of all. Not only
people who directly depend upon the bourgeoisie, not only
those who are under the yoke of capital or those who are
bribed by capital (a large number of various scientists, artists,
clerrymen and so on, are in the service of capital), but also
people who are merely under the influence of the bourgeois
freedom prejudices, have risen against Bolshevism all the
world over because the Soviet Republic at its inception had
discarded this bourgeois lie and openly declared: You call
your state a free state but in fact, as long as private property
exists, your state, even if it is a democratic republic, is nothing
but an instrument in the hands of the capitalists for the oppression of the workers, and the freer the state the more
clearly is it manifested. . ..
. . . No matter what forrns the republic, even the most democratic republic, assumes, if it is a bourgeois republic, if private
property in land, mills and factories still obtains and private
capital holds society in wage slavery, i.e-, if the declarations
23
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contained in the program of our Party and in the Soviet constitution are not being carried out in that republic, then this
state is a machine for the oppression of some people by others.
And we will get this machine into the hands of the class which
must overthrow the rule of capital. We will discard all the
old prejudices that the state means general equality-this is
deceit: as long as exploitation exists there can be no equality.
The landlord cannot be the worker's equal, the hungry man
the equal of the well fed. The machine which is called the
state, before which people stopped in superstitious awe, believing the old stories that it is the power of the whole people
machine the proletariat discards, pronouncing it a
-that
bourgeois lie. We have taken that machine from the capitalists, taken it for ourselves. By means of this machine or club
we will put an end to all exploitation and when all opportunities for exploitation disappear and there are no land or faetory
owners left in the world, there will be no such thing as some
people gorging while others are starving-only then will we
scrap this machine. Then there will be no state, no exploitation. This is the point of view of our Communist Party.
V. I. Lenin, Collected Worhs, Russian edition, Vol. XXIV, pp. 374-377.

B.

"Fascism-th.e Open, Terrorist Dictatorship of the Most
Reactionarg, Most Ch,a,uuiruist and Most Imperialist
Elements ol Finance Cwital'"

Now the time is approaching rvhen, by force of objective reasons,
this period of German history covering half a century mtst be fol'
lowed by another period. The epoch during which the legality created
by the bourgeoisie was made use of is lollowed by an epoch of great
revolutionary battles, and these battles wlll in essence signify the
demolition ol lhe entire bourgeois legality, trhe entire bourgeois system, while at the beginning they must assume (and are assuming)
the form of confused attempts on the part of the bourgeoisio to get
rid of the legality which it itself created but which has become intolerable for it. "Bourgeois gentlemen, you shoot f,rst !" This phrase,
written by Engels in 1894, expresses the peculiar situation and the

peculiar tactical problems of the revolutionary proletariat.*

*V. I. Lenin, Collected, Works, Russian edition, Vol. XIV, p.381.
2+
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of imperialism, the sharpening of the class
of civil war-particulrrrly after the imperialist war-led to the bankruptcy of
litrrliamentarism. Elence, the adoption of "new" methods and
I'orms of administratio.n (for example, the system of inner
cl,binets, the formation of oligarchical groups, acting behind
l,hc scenes, the deterioration and falsiflcation of the function
. . . The epoch

nt,ruggle and the growth of the elements

rrf "popular representation," the restriction and annulment of
"rlemocratic liberties," etc.). Under certain special historical
r;onditious, the progress of this bourgeois imperialist, reactiontry offensive assumes the form of Fascism. These conditions

rre: instability of capitalist relatiouships; the

existence of
considerable declassed social elements, the pauperization of
broad strata of the urban petty bourgeoisie and of the intelligentsia; discontent among the rural petty bourgeoisie and,
Iinally, the constant menace of mass proletarian action. In
order to stabilize and perpetuate its rule, the bourgeoisie is
compelled to an increasing degree to abandon the parliamentary system in favor of the Fascist system, which is inde-

pendent

of inter-party

arrangements and combinations. The

Fascist system is a system of direct dictatorship, ideologically
marked by the "national idea" and representation of the "pro-

fcssions" (in reality, representation of the various groups of
It is a system that resorts to a peculiar form
of social demagogy (anti-Semitism, occasional sorties against
usurers' capital and gestures of impatience with the parliamentary "talking shop") in order to utilize the discontent of
the ruling class).

the petty bourgeois, the intellectuals and other strata of society, and to corruptio,n (the creation of a compact and well
paid hierarchy of Fascist units, a party apparatus and a
bureaucracy). At the same time, Fascism strives to permeate
bhe working class by recruiting the most backward strata of
workers to its ranks, by playing upon their discontent, by
taking advantage of the inaction of social democracy, etc. The
principal aim of Fascism is to destroy the revolutionary labor
vanguard, i.e., lhe Communist sections and leading units of
the proletariat. The combination of social demagogy, conup25
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tion and active white terror, in conjunction with extreme imperialist aggression in the sphere of foreign politics, are the
characteristic features of Fascism' In periods of acute crisis
for the bourgeoisie, Fascism resor-ts to anti-capitalist phraseology, but, after it has established itself at the helm of the state,
it casts aside its anti-capitalist rattle and discloses itself as a

terrorist dictatorship of big capital...
Program

.

ol the Communist International,Patt II,

Section 3'

As the Thirbeenth Plenum of the Executive Committee of
the Communist International correctly declared, fascism in
power is the open, terrori,st dictatorship ol the most reactisruary, most chauu'inist and, most imperinl;ist elements oJ firwnce
capital.
The most reactionary variety of fascism is the German type
of fascism. It has the effrontery to call itself NationalSocialism, though having nothing in common with SocialismHitler fascism is not only bourgeois nationalism, it is bestial
chauvinism. It is a governmental system of political banditry,
a system of provocation and torture practiced upon the working class and the revolutionary elements of the peasantry, the
petty bourgeoisie and the inteltigentsia. It, is medieval barbarity and bestiality, it is unbridled aggression in relation to
other nations and countries.
German fascism is acting as the spearhead of intematiorml
counter-reuoluti.on, as the chiel incendi,o'ry ol imperialist uar,
as the initiator of a cru,sade agai,n'st the Souiet Uruion, the great
lathertand oJ the toilers of the whole world.
Fascism is not a form of state power "standing above both
classes-the proletariat and the bourgeoisie," as Otto Bauer,
for instance, has asserted. It is not "the revolt of the petty
bourgeoisie which has captured the machinery of the state,"
as the British Socialist Brailsford declares. No, fascism is not
super-class government, nor government of the petty bourgeoisie or the lumpenproletariat over finance capital. Fascism
is the power of finance capital itself' It is the organization of
terrorist vengeance against the working class and the revolu26
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l,ionary section of the peasantry and intelligentsia. Fascism in
foreign policy is chauvinism in its crudest form, fomenting the
bcstial hatred of other nations.
This, the true character of fascism, must be parbicularly
stressed; because in a number of countries fascism, under cover
of social demagogy, has managed to gain the following of the
petty bourgeois masses who have been driven out of their
course by the crisis, and even of certain sections of the most
backward sections of the proletariat. These would never have
supported fascism if they had understood its real class charocter and its true nature.
The development of fascism, and the fascist dictatorship
itself, assume difierent lorms in different countries, according
to historical, social and economic conditions, and to the national peculiarities and the international position of the given
oountry. In certain countries, principally those in which
fascism does not enjoy a broad mass basis and in which the
struggle of the various groups within the camp of the fascist
bourgeoisie itself is fairly acute, fascism does not immediately
venture to abolish parliament; it allows the other bourgeois
parties, as well as the Social-Democratic Parties, to retain a
oertain degree of legality. In other countries, where the ruling
bourgeoisie fears an earlg otlbreak of revolution, fascism establishes its unrestricted political monopoly, either immediately or by intensifying its reign of terror against, and persecution of, all competing parties and groups. This does not prevent fascism, when its position becomes particularly acute,
from endeavoring to extend its basis and without altering its
class nature, combining open, terrorist dictatorship with a
crude sham of parliamentarism.
The accession to power of fascism is not an oril'inary succession of one bourgeois government by another, but a substitut'ion for one state form of class domination of the bourgeois
democracy-of another fonn-open, terrorist dic-bourgeois
tatorship. It would be a serious mistake to ignore this distinction, a mistake which would prevent the revolutionary proletariat from mobilizing the broadest sections of the toilers of
27
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town and country for the struggle against the menace of the
seizure of power by the fascists, and from taking advantage
of the contradictions which exist in the camp of the bourgeoisie itself. But it is a mistake no less serious and dangerous
to undevrate the importance, for the establishment of fascist
dictatorship, of the reactionarg rneaslt'res of the bourgeo'isie
which we at present being increasingly initiated in bowgeoisdem o cratic countries-measures which destroy the democratic
liberties of the toilers, falsify and curtail the rights of parliament and intensify the repression of the revolutionary movement.

The accession to power of fascism must not be conceived of
in so simplifled and smooth a form, as though some committee
or other of flnance capital decided on a certain date to set up
a fascist dictatorship. In reality, fascism usually comes to
power in the course of a mutual, and at times severe, struggle
against the old bourgeois parties, or a definite section of these
parbies, in the course of a struggle even within the fascist camp
itself-a stluggle which at times leads to armed clashes, as
we have witnessed in the case of Germany, Austria and other
countries. All this, however, does not, detract from the fact
that before the establishment of a faseist dictatorship, bourgeois governments usually pass through a number of preliminary stages and institute a number of reactionary measures,
which directly facilitate the accession to power of fascism.
Whoever does not flght the reactionary measures of the bourgeoisie and the growbh of fascism at these preparatory stages
is not in a position to yrreuent the uictorE ol fascism, but, on
the contrary, facilitates that uictory.
The Social-Demoeratic leaders glossed over and concealed
from the masses the true class nature of fascism, and did not
call them to the struggle against the increasingly reactionary
measures of the bourgeoisie. They bear gteal historical respon''
sibitity for the fact that at the decisive moment of the fascist
offensive, a large section of the toiling masses of Germany and
a number of other fascist countries failed to recognize in
fascism the most bloodthirsty monster of f,nance, their most
28
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vicious enemy, and that these masses were not prepared to
lcsist it.
What is the source of the influence enjoyed by fascism over
l,lrc masses? Fascism is able to attract the masses because it
rlcrnagogically appeals to their most urgent needs and derttands. Fascism not only inflames prejudices that are deeply
ingrained in the masses, but also plays on the better sentirrrcnts of the masses, on their sense of justice, and sometimes
ovcn on their revolutionary traditions. Why do the German
l'rrscists, those lackeys of the big bourgeoisie and mortal enerrries of Socialism, represent themselves to the masses as ,,Socialists," and depict their accession to power as a ,,revolution,,?
llccause they try to exploit the faith in revolution, the urge
l,owards Socialism, which live in the hearts of the broad masses
of the toilers of Germany.
Fascism acts in the interests of the extreme imperialists, but
il, presents itself to the masses in the guise of champion of an
ill-treated nation, and appeals to outraged national sentiments,
rs German fascism did, for instance, when it won the support
of the masses by the slogan "Against the Versailles Treaty!,,
Fascism aims at the most unbridled exploitation of the
ruasses, but it appeals to them with the most arbful antir:lpitalist demagogy, taking advantage of the profound hatred
cntertained by the toilers against the piratical bourgeoisie,
l,lre banks, trusts and the flnancial magnates, and advancing
slogans which at the given moment are most alluring to the
politically immature masses. In Germany: ,,The general wellare is higher than the welfare of the individual,,l in Italy:
"Our state is not a capitalist, but a corporate state,,l in
.lapan: "For Japan, without exploitation,,; in the United
States: "Share the wealth," and so forth.
Fascism delivers up the people to be devoured by the most
corrupt, most venal elements, but comes before the people
with the demand for "an honest and incorruptible governrnent." Speculating on the profound disillusionment of the
ruasses in bourgeois-democratic government, fascism hypoclitically denounces corruption (for instance, the Barmat and
,o
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Sklarek afiairs in Germany, the Stavisky affair in France, and
numerous others).

It

is in the interests of the most reastionary circles of the
bourgeoisie that fascism intercepts the disappointed masses
as they leave the old bourgeois parties. But it impresses these
masses by the seuerity ol its attaclcs on bourgeois governments and its irreconcilable attitude toward the old parbies of
the bourgeoisie.
Surpassing in its cynicism and hypocrisy all other varieties
of bourgeois reaction, Iq.lci,sm adapts its demagogy to the national peculiarities of each country, and even to the peculiarities of the various soeial strata in one and the same country-

And the petty-bourgeois masses, even a section of the workers,
reduced to despair by want, unemployment and the insecurity
of their existence, fall victim to the social aud chauvinist

of

fascism.
Fascism comes to power as a

demagogy

party ol attack on the revoproletariat,
on the masses of the
lutionary movement of the
yet
it stages its accession
people who are in a state of unrestl
to power as a "revolutionary" movement against the bourgeoisie on behalf of "the whole nation" and for "the salvation" of the nation. (Let us recall Mussolini's "m&rch" on
Rome, Pilsudski's "march" on Warsaw, Ilitler's NationalSocialist "revolution" in Germany, and so forth.)
But whatever the masks which fascism adopts, whatever
the folrns in which it presents itself, whatever the ways by
which it comes to power:
Fascism ds a most lerocious attaclc bg capital on, the toiling
n'Lasse8.

Fascism is unbridled chauuiruism anil annprationist war.
Fascism is rabid reaction, and counter-reuolution.
Fascism is the most uiciorts enern1l ol the working class ond.
ol all the toil'ers!
Georgi Dimitroff, "Report to the Seventh World Congress of the
Communist International," Th.e aniled, Front Agai'nst Fascism and, War,
1935, pp. G11.
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C. Fascism-a

Ferocious

but Unstable

Power

The fascist dictatnrship of the bourgeoisie is a ferocious
but an unstable one.
What are the chief causes of the instability of the fascist

yrower

rlictatorship?

While fascism has undertaken to overcome the discord and
antagonisms within the bourgeois camp, it is rendering these
rntagonisms even more acute. Fascism endeavors to establish

its political monopoly by violently destroying other political
lrarties. But the existence of the capitalist system, the existcnce of various classes and the accentuation of class contrarlictions inevitably tend to undermine and explode the political
rnonopoly of fascism. This is not the case of a Soviet country,
where the dictatorship of the proletariat is also realized by a
party with a political monopoly, but where this political
monopoly accords with the interests of millions of toilers and
is increasingly being based on the eonstruction of classless
society. In a faseist country the party of the fascists cannot
preserve its monopoly for long, because it cannot set itself the
ru,irn of abolishing classes and class contradictions. It puts an
cnd to the legal existence of bourgeois parties. But a number
of them continue to maintain an illegal existence, while the
Communist Parly, even in conditions of illegality, continues
t,o make progress, becomes steeled and tempered and leads the
sbruggle of the proletariat against the fascist dictatorship.

of class contradictions, the political
of fascism is bound to explode.
Another r€ason for the instability of the fascist dictatorship
is that the contrast between the anti-capitalist demagogy of
fascism and its policy of enriching the monopolist bourgeoisie
in the most piratical fashion makes it easier to expose the

IIence, under the blows
rnonopoly

class nature

of

fascism and tends

to

shake and narrow its

rnass basis.

Furthermore, the success of fascism arouees the profound
hatred and indignation of the masses, helps to revolutionize
31
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them and provides a powerful stimulus for a united front of
the proletariat against fascism.
By conducting a policy of economic nationalism (autarchy)
and by seizing the greater portion of the national income for
the purpose of preparing for war, fascism undermines the
whole economic life of the country and accentuates the economic war between the capitalist states. It lends the conflicts
that arise among the bourgeoisie the character of sharp and at
times bloody collisionq, which undermines the stability of the
fascist state power in the eyes of the people. A government
which murders its own followers, as was the case in Germany
on June 30 of last yeat, a fascist government against which
another section of the fascist bourgeoisie is conducting an
armed fight (as exemplifled by the National-Socialist putsch
in Austria and the violent attacks of individual fascist groups
on the fascist governments in Poland, Bulgaria, Finland and
other countries)-a government of this character cannot for
long maintain its authority in the eyes of the broad petty-
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sl,ruggles in Austria and Spain have resulted in ever wid.er
nlrtrsses of the working class coming to realize the necessity for
rr revolutionary class struggleOnly such monstrous philistines, such lackeys of the bourilcoisie, as the superannuated theoretician of the Second Interrrltional, Karl Kautsky, are capable of casting reproaches at
l,he workers, to the effect that they should not have taken up
:r,rms in Austria and Spain. What would the working class
rrrovement in Austria and Spain look like to-day if the work_
ing class of these countries were guided by the treacherous
r:ounsels of the Kautskys? The working class would be ex_
pcriencing profound demoralization in its ranks. Says Lenin:

bourgeois masses.
The working class must be able

to take advantage of the
antagonisms and conflicts within the bourgeois camp, but it
must not cherish the illusion that fascism will exhaust itself
of its own accord. Fascism will not collapse automatically. It
is only the revolutionary activity of the working class which
can help to take advantage of the conflicts which inevitably
arise within the bourgeois camp in order to undelrnine the
fascist dictatorship and to overthrow it.
By destroying the relics of bourgeois democracy, by elevating open violence to a system of government, fascism shakes
democratic illusions and undermines the authority of the law
in the eyes of the toiling masses. This is pariicularly the case
in countries such as, for example, Austria and Spain, where
the workers have taken up arms against fascism. In Austria,
the heroic struggle of the Schutzbund and the Communists, in
spite of their defeat, from the very outset shook the stability
of the fascist dictatorship. In Spain, the bourgeoisie did not
succeed in placing the fascist muzzle on the toilers. The armed
90

The success of fascism in Germany has, as we know, been
followed by a new wave of fascist onslaughts, which, in AusLria, led to the provocation by Dollfuss, in Spain to the new
onslaughts of the counter-revolutionaries on the revolutionary
conquests of the masses, in Poland to the fascist reform of the
constitution, while in France it spurred the armed detachrnents of the fascists to attempt a cow d,'6tat in tr'ebruary
'1934.
But this victory, and the frenzy of the fascist dictatorship, called forth a counter-movement for a united. proletarian
lront against fascism on an international scale. The burning
of the Reichstag, which served as a signal for the general
rr,ttack of fascism on the working class, the seizure and spolia+

V. I. Lenin, "Inflammable Material in .W'orld politics,,,

l'Iorks, Vol. IV, p. 298.

Selected,
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tion of the trade unions and the other working class organiza'
tions, the groans of the tortured anti-fascists rising from the
vaults of the fascist barracks and concentration camps, are
making clear to the masses the outcome of the reactionary,
disruptive r6le played by the German Social-Democratic
leaders, who rejected the proposal made by the Communists
for a joint struggle against advancing fascism. The masses are
becoming convinced of the necessity of amalgamating all the
forces of the working class for the overthrow of fascism.
Hitler's victory also provided a decisive stimulus to the
creation of a united front of the working class against fascism
in tr'rance. Hitler's victory not only aroused in the workers the
fear of the fate that befell the German workers, not only inflamed hatred for the executioners of their German class
brothers, but, also strengthened them in the determination that
they would never, in any circumstances, allow the fate that
befell the German working class to happen in their country.
The powerful urge towards the united front in all the capitalist countries shows that the lessons of defeat have not been
in vain. The working class is beginning to act in a new way.
The initiative shown by the Communist Party in the organization of the united front and the supreme self-sacrifice displayed by the Communists, by the revolutionary workers in the
struggle against fascism, have resulted in an unprecedented
increase in the prestige of the Communist International. At
the same time, within the Second International, a profound
crisis has been developing, which has manifested itself with

particular clarity and has become particularly accentuated
since the bankruptcy of German Social-Democracy.
The Social-Democratic workers are able to convince themselves ever more forcibly that fascist, Germany, with all its
horrors and barbarities, is in the f.nal analysis the result ot
the Social-Democratic policy ol class collaboration with the
bourgeoisie. These masses are coming ever more clearly to
rcalize that the path along which the German Social-Democratic leaders led the proletariat must not again be traversed.
Never has there been such ideological dissension in the camp
34
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of the Second International as at the present time. A process
of differentiation is taking place in atl the Social-Democratic
Jrarties. Within their ranks two principal camps are forrning:
Side by side with the existing camp of reactionary elements,
who are trying in every way to preserve the bloc between the
Social-Democrats and the bourgeoisie, and who furiously rejcct a united front with the Communists, there is beginming to
lorm a camp ol reuolutionary elements who entertain doubts
as to the correctness of the policy of class collaboration with
the bourgeoisie, who are in fauor ol the creation ol a uniteit
lront with the Communists, and who are increasingly beginning to adopt the position ol the reuolutionqry class straggle.
Thus fascism, which appeared as the result of the decline
of the capitalist system, in the long run acts as a factor of ffs
lurther disintegratiori,. Thus fascism, which has undertaken to
bury Marxism, the revolutionary movement of the working
class, is itself, as a result of the dialectics of life and the class
struggle, leading to the further deueloyment ol those lorces
which are bound to serve as fascism's grave-diggers, the gravediggers of capitalism.
- Georgi Dimitroff, "Report to the Seventh World Congress of the
Communist fnternational," The (Jnited Front Agai,rwt Fascism and, War,
pp. tL26.

D. Attitude o! Communists

Towaril Bourgeois Democracy at

the Present Stage
Lenski pointed out in his speech that "while mobilizing the
to repel the onslaught of fascism against the rights of
the toilers, the Polish Party at the same time had its misgivings about formulating positive democratic demands in
order not to create democratic illusions among the masses.,,
The Polish Party is, of course, not, the only one in which such
fear of formulating positive democratic demands exists in one
masses

way or another.
Where does that fear come from? It comes from an incorrect, non-dialectical conception of our atttiude towards bour35
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geois democracy. We Communists are unswerving upholders of

Soviet democracy, the great prototype of which is the proletarian dictatorship in the Soviet Union, where the introduction
of equal suffrage, and of the direct and secret ballot is proclaimed by resolution of the Seventh Congress of Soviets at

the same time that the last vestiges of bourgeois democracy
are being wiped out in the capitalist countries. This Soviet
democracy presupposes the victory of the proletarian revolution, the conversion of private property in the means of
production into public property, the embarking of the overwhelming majority of the people on the road of Socialism.
This democracy does not present a final form; it develops
and will continue to develop in proportion as further progress
is made in socialist construction, in the creation of classless
society and in the overcoming of the survivals of capitalism in
economic life and in the minds of the people.
But to-day the millions of toilers living under capitalism are
faced with the necessity of taking a definite stand on those
lorms in which lhe rule oJ the bourgeoisie is clad in the various
countries. We are not Anarchists and it is not at all a matter
of indifference to us what kind of political r6gime exists in a
given country: whether a bourgeois dictatorship in the form
of bourgeois democracy, even with democratic rights and liberties greatly curtailed, or a bourgeois dictatorship in its open,
fascist form. Being upholders of Soviet democracy, we shall
defend euery 'inch of the democratic guins made by the work'ing class in the course ol years ol stubborn, struggle, and, shall'
resolutely fight to ertend these gains.
How great were the sacrifices of the British working class
before it secured the right to strike, a legal status for its trade
unions, the right of assembly and freedom of the press, extension of the fr"anchise, and other rights! How many tens of
thousands of workers gave their lives in the revolutionary
battles fought in France in the nineteenth century to obtain
the elementary rights and the lawful opporbunity of organizing their forces for the struggle against the exploiters! The
proletariat of all countries has shed much of its blood to win
36
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bourgeois-democratic liberties, and will naturally fight with
nll its strength to retain them.
Our attitude toward bourgeois democracy is not the same
under all conditions. For instance, at the time of the October
Revolution, the Russian Bolsheviks engaged in a life-andrlcath struggle against all political parties which opposed the
cstablishment of the proletarian dictatorship under the slogan
of the defense of bourgeois democracy. The Bolsheviks fought
lJrese parties because the banner of bourgeois democracy had
at that time become the standard around which all countelrevolutionary forces mobilized to challenge the victory of the
proletariat. The situation is quite different in the capitalist
countries at present. Now the fascist counter-revolution is
rttacking bourgeois democracy in an efiort to establish a most
barbaric r6gime of exploitation and suppression of the toiling
masses. Now the toiling masses in a number of capitalist
countries are faced with the necessity of making a defiruite
choice, and of making it to-day, not between proletarian dictatorship and bourgeois democracy, but between bourgeois
clemocracy and fascism.

Besides, we have now a situation which differs from that
which existed, for example, in the epoch of capitalist stabilization. At that time the fascist danger was not as acute as it is
to-day. At that time it was bourgeois dictatorship in the form
of bourgeois democracy that the revolutionary workers were

facing

in a number of countries and it was against bourgeois
that they were concentrating their fire. In Ger-

democracy

many, they fought against the 'Weimar Republic, not because
it was a republic, but because it was a bourgeois republic,
which was suppressing the revolutionary movement of the
proletariat, especially in 1918-20 and in 1923.
But could the Communists maintain this stand also when
t,he fascist movement began to raise its head, when, for instance, in 1932, the fascists in Germany were organizing and
l,rming hundreds of thousands of storm troopers against the
working class? Of course not. It was the mistake of the Comrnunists in a number of countries, particularly in Germany,
nl
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that they failed to take into account the changes which had
taken place, but continued to repeat those slogans, maintain
those tactical positions which had been correct a few years
before, especially when the struggle for the proletarian dictatorship was an immediate issue, and when the entire German
counter-revolution was rallying under the banner of the
Weimar Republic, as it did in 1918-20.
And the circumstance that even to-day we must still call
attention to that attitude in our ranks which fears to launch
positive, democratic slogans indicates how little our comrades
have mastered the l{arxist-Leninist method of approaching
such important problems of our tactics. Some say that the
struggle for democratic rights may divert the workers from
the struggle for the proletarian dictatorship. It may not be
amiss to recall what Lenin said on this question:

..It

.
would be a funda.rrental mistake to suppose that the struggle for democracy can divert the proletariat from the Socialist revo-

lution, or obscure, or overshadow

it, etc. On the contrary, just as
it introduces complete democ-

Socialism cannot be victorious unless

racy, so the proletariat will be unable to prepare for victory over
the bourgeoisie unless it wages a many-sided, consistent and revolutionary struggle for democracy.x
These words should be firmly fixed in the memories of all
our comrades, bearing in mind that the great revolutions in
history have grown out of small movements for the defense
of the elementary rights of the working class. But in order
to be able to link up the struggle for democratic rights with
the struggle of the working class for Socialism, it is necessary
first and foremost to discard any cut-and-dried approach to
the question of defense of bourgeois democracy.
Georgi Dimitrofr, "Report to the Seventh World Congress of the
Communist International," The United, Front Against Pascism and War,
pp.

10G110.

't Y. I. Lenin, "The Socialist Revolution and the Right of Nations to
Self-Determinatiot," Selected, Works, Yol, Y, p. 268.

II.

THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT AND
ITS TIIREE MAIN ASPECTS

l.

Historical Necessity of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat

. . . Between capitalist and communist society lies a period of revolutionary transformation from one to the other. There corresponds
also to this a political transition period during which the state can
be nothing else than tLLe reuolutionary dictatorslvip ol the prole'
tariat.x

Teachi,ng oJ the Dictatorshry of the Proletariat as a Weapon ol the Proletarinn

A.. Stalin on the Marxist-Lenini,st

Reuolution

of the proletarian dictatorship is above all
a question of the basic content of the proletarian revolution.
The proletarian revolution, its movement, its sweep and its
achievements, acquire flesh and blood only through the dictatorship of the proletariat. The dictatorship of the proletariat
is the weapon of the proletarian revolution, its organ, its most,
important stronghold which is called into being, first, to crush
the resistance of the ovefthrown exploiters and to consolidate
its achievements; secondly, to lead the proletarian revolution
to its completion, to lead the revolution onward to the complete victory of socialism. Yictory over the bourgeoisie and
the overthrow of its power may be gained by revolution even
without the dictatorship of the proletariat. But the revolution
will not be in a position to crush the resistance of the bourgeoisie, maintain its victory and move on to the decisive victory for socialism, unless at a certain stage of its development
it, creates a special organ in the form of the dictatorship of
the proletariat as its principal bulwark.
"The question of power is the fundamental question of the
revolution." (Lenin.) Does this mean that the only thing
required is to assume power, to seize it? No, it does not. The
seizure of power is only the beginning. For a number of
reasons, the bourgeoisie overthrown in one country for a con* Karl Marx, Cri,tique ol the Gotha Programrne, London and New
. . . The question

York, 19&3, pp.

38

4445.
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siderable time remains stronger than the proletariat which has
overthrown it. Therefore, the important thing is to retain
power, to consolidate it and make it invincible. What is re_
quired to attain this end? At least three main tasks confronting the dictatorship of the proletariat ,(on the morrow,, of
victory must be fulfilled. They are:
a. to break the resistance of the landlords and capitalists
overthrowa and expropriated by the revolution, and to liquidate every attempt they make to restore the power of capital;
b. to organize construction in sueh a way as will rally all
toilers around the proletariat and !,o carry on this work in
such a way as will prepare for the liquidation, the exiinction
of classes;
c. to arm the revolution and to organize the army of the
revolution for the struggle against the external enemy and for
the struggle against imperialism.
The dictatorship of the proletariat is necessary in order to
carry out and fulfill these tasks.
The transition from capitalism to communism, (Lenin says), replesents an entire historical epoch. Until this epoch has terminated,
the exploiters will inevitably cherish the hope of restoration, and this
hope wlll be converted into attempts at restoration. And after their
first serious defeat, the overthrown exploiters-who had not expected
their overthrow, who never believed it possible, who would not per-

mit the thought of it--will throw

with tenfold energy,
with furious passion and hatred grown a hundredfold into the battle
for the recovery of their lost "paradise" on behalf of their families
who had been leading such a sweet and easy life and whom now
the "common herd" is condemning to ruin and destitution (or to
"common" work)....In the wake of the capitalist exploiters will
be found the broad masses of the petty bourgeoisie, to whose vacillation and hesitation
themselves

decades bears witness

the next day they will
become panic-stricken

ers; they become irritable, they nln about, snivel and rush from one
camp to the other. (The Proletarion Reuolution and, Renegaile Kauts/cy, chap. III.)
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Now the bourgeoisie has reasons for making attempts at
restoration, because for a long time after its overthrow it
remains stronger than the proletariat which has overthrown it.

If the exploiters, (Lenin says), are vanquished in only a single
country, which, of course, is the typical case si-nce a simultaneous
revolution in a number of countries is a rare exception, they still
rematn stronger than the exploited. (Ibid.)
Wherein lies the strength of the overthrown bourgeoisie?
First:
fn the strength of international capital, in the strength and durability of the international connections of the bourgeoisie. ("LeJtWing" Communism: An Inlantile Disorder.)
Secondly:

In the fact that "for a long time after the revolution, the exploiters
will inevitably retain a number of enormous and real advantages:
they will have money left (it is impossible to abolish money all at
once), some movable property, often of considerable value; there
remain their connections, their organizing and administrative ability
and the knor,vledge of all the secrets of admiaistration,(of usages, of
procedure, of ways and mpans, of possibilities); there remain their
superior education, their kinship to the highest ranks of the technical
persomel (who live and think like the bourgeoisie); there remains

their irnrneasurable superiority in the art of war (this is very important), etc., etc." (The Proletarian Reuolution ond Renegad,e

Kautsky, chap.

III.)

Thirdly:

In the force ol habit, ir

the strength ol small-scale production.
For unfortunately, very, very much of small-scale production still
remains in the world, and small-scale production giues birth to capitalism and the bourgeoisie conti-nuously, daily, hourly, spontaneously,
and on a mass scale. . . . ("LeJt-Wing" Cammunism: An Inf antile
Disord,er.)

Fourthly:
The abolition of classes not only means driving out the landlords
and capitalists-that we accomplished with comparative ease-it
means also getting rid ol the small commoditg producers, and they
cannot be d,riuen out or crushed; we must live in harmony with
them; they can (and must) be remolded and redducated, but this
4l
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can be done only by very prolonged, slow, cautious organizational

work. (Ibid,.)

That is why Lenin declares:
The dictatorship of the proletariat is the fiercest, most acute and
most merciless war of the new class against the more powerlul
enen'Lq, against

the bourgeoisie, whose resistance is increased tenlolil

by its overthrow, [that] the dictatorship of the proletariat is a persistent struggl+sanguinary and bloodless, violent and peaceful,

military and economic, educational and administrative, against the

i
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ship; to overcome their bourgeois habits and traditions" . .. just as
much as it will be Decessary . . . "to reiiducate in a protracted struggle, on the basis of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the proletarians themselves, who do not abandon their petty-bourgeois
prejudices at one stroke, by a miraele, at the behest of the Virgin
Mary, at the behest of a slogan, resolution or decree, but only in the
course of a long and difficult mass struggle against mass pettybourgeois influences." (.Ibid.)
Joseph Stalin, Leni,rvi,sm, Yol.

I, pp.

41-44.

forces and traditions of the old society. (Ibid.)

It

need hardly be emphasized

that there is not the slightest
possibility of accomplishing these tasks in a short period of
time, within a few years. We must, therefore, regard the dictatorship of the proletariat, the transition from capitalism to
communism, not as a fleeting period replete with "superrevolutionary" deeds and decrees, but as an entire historical
epoch full of civil wars and external conflicts, of persistent
organizational work and economic construction, of attacks and
retreats, of victories and defeats. This historical epoch is
necessary not only iu order to create the economic and cultural
prerequisites for the complete victory of socialism, but also in
order to enable the proletariat, first, to educate itself and
become steeled into a force capable of governing the countr5r;
secondly, to retiducate and remold the petty-bourgeois strata
along such lines as will assure the organization of socialist
production.

Marx said to the workers:
You will have to go through fifteen, twenty, fifty years of civil
wars and conflicts of peoples, not only to change the conditions, but
iu order to change yourselves and to make yourselves capable of
wielding political power.

Developing Marx's thought

still

furbher, Lenin goes on to

to repeasants and petty proprietors, hundreds of
thousands of employees, officials and bourgeois intellectuals; to subordinate all these to the proletarian state and to proletarian leader"Under the dictatorship of the proletariat we will have

42
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as

an Historically Necessary Transition Stage from

Capitalism to Communism

In a feuilleton

published in your issue of June 22, of the
year,
you
current
reproached me for defending the rule and the
dictatorship of the working closs, while in contrast to myself,
you advocated the abolition ol all class distinctions. I do not
understand this emendation.
You know well that in the Manifesto of the Commumist
Party (published before the February Revolution of 1848) on
page 16 it is said: "If the proletariat, during its contest with
the bourgeoisie is compelled, by the force of circumstances, to
organize itself as a class; if, by means of a revolution, it makes
itself the ruling class, and, as such sweeps away by force the
old conditions of production, then it will, along with these
conditions, have swept away the conditions for the existence
of class antagonism and of classes generally, and will thereby
have abolished its own supremacy as a class."
You know that before February 1848, in the Pouerty ol
Philosophg, I defended this very point of view against
Proudhon.

say:
educate millions

B. Marr and, Lenin on the Dictatorship ol the Proletariat

Finally, in the same article which you criticize (third issue
of the Neue Rhehvische ZeitunT, paBe 32) it is said: "This
Socialism (i.e., Communism) means the proclamation of the
permanent revolution, the class dictatorship of the proletariat
as the necessary transition stage to the abolition of all class
distinctions, the abolition of all production relations on which
43
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these distinctions rest, the abolition of all social relations
which correspond to these production relations, to a revolution
in all ideas which spring from these social relations."
KarI Marx and Frederiok Engels, Works, Russian edition, Preface to
Vol. VlI, Karl Marx's "Letter to the Editor ol line Neue Deutsche
Zei,tung," June

1&50.

fn 1907, Mehring, in the magazine Die Neue Zeit (Yol.
XXV, 2, p. LM) published extracts from a letter from Man<
to Weydemeyer dated March 5, 1852. This letter among other
things, contains the following remarkable observation:
And now as to myself, no credit is due to me for discovering the
existenee of classes in modern society nor yet the struggle between
them. Long before me, bourgeois historians had described the historical development of this class struggle, and bourgeois economists,
the economic anatomy of the classes. What did that was new was

I

to prove: (1) that the eristence ol closses is only bound up with
parbicular historical phoses in the deuelopment of prod,uction (historische Entwicklungspho*en der Produhtion); (2) that the class
struggle necessarily leads to the d,ictatorship ol the proletariat; (3)
that this dictatorship itself only constitutes the transition to the
aboktion ol all classes anil to a clossless societg.x

In these words Marx sueceeded in expressing with striking
clarity, first, the chief and radical differences between his doctrine and those of the most advanced and most profound
thinkers of the bourgeoisiel and second, the essence of his
doctrine of the state.
It is often said and written that the core of Marx's theory
is the class struggle; but it is not true. And from this error,
very often springs the opportunist distoriion of Marxism, its
falsiflcation to make it acceptable to the bourgeoisie. The
theory of the class struggle was not created by Marx, but by
the bourgeoisie belore Marx, and genera,lly speaking, it is
acceptable to the bourgeoisie. Those who recognize only Lhe
class struggle are trot yet Marxists; those may be found to
have goue no further than the boundaries of bourgeois reason*Ka,rl Marx and Frederick Engels, Conespondence, London and New
York,

4

1934,

p.57.-Ed.
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ing and bourgeois politics. To limit Marxism to the theory of
the class struggle means curtailing Marxism-distorbing it,
rcducing it to something which is acceptable to the bourgeoisie.
A Marxist is one
who ertends the acceptance of the class
-acceptance
struggle to the
of the dictatorsluip of the proletariat. This is where the profound difference lies, between
r Marxist and an ordinary petty (and even big) bourgeois.
'Ihis is the touchstone on which the real understanding and
acceptance of Marxism should be tested. And it is not surprising that, when the history of Europe brought the working
class face to face with this question in a practical way, not
only all the opportunists and reformists, but all the Kautskyists (those who vacillate between reformism and Marxism)
proved to be miserable philistines and petty-bourgeois democrats, who repudiated the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Kautsky's pamphlet, The Dictatorship ol the Proletariat,
published in August 1918, i.e., long after the first edition of
the present pamphlet, is an example of the petty-bourgeois
distortion of Marxism and base renunciation of. it in ,practice,
while hypocritically recognizing it in words. (See my pamphlel, The Proletarian Reuolution and Renegade Kautsky).
Present-day opportunism in the person of its principal replesentative, the ex-Marxist, K. Kautsky, flts in completely
with Marx's characterizaLion of the bourgeois position as
quoted above, for this opportunism limits the field of recognition of the class struggle to the realm of bourgeois relationships. (Within this realm, within its framework, not a single
cducated liberal will refuse to recognize the class struggle
"in principle!") Opportunism does not caruy l,he recognition
of class struggle to its main point, to the period of transition
from capitalism to communism, to the period of the overthrow
rrnd complete abolition of the bourgeoisie. In reality, this
period inevitably becomes a period of unusually violent class
struggles in their sharpest possible form and, therefore, during
Lhis period the state must inevitably be a state that is
rlemocratic in a new way (for the proletariat and the property45
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less
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general) and dictatorial in a neID way (against the

bourgeoisie).
To proceed. The essence

of Marx's doctrine of the state is
assimilated only by those who understand that the dictatorship of a si,ngle class is necessary not only for class society in
general, not only for the proletariat which has overthrowa the

bourgeoisie, but for the entire historical period between capitalism and ttclassless society," Communism. The forms of the

bourgeois state are extremely varied, but in essence they are
all the same: in one way or another, in the last analysis, all
these states are inevitably the dictatorship ol the bourgeoisin.

The transition from capitalism to communism will certainly
create a gteat variety and abundance of political forms, but
in essence there will inevitably be only one: the dictatorship
ol the proletwint.
V. I. Lenin, The State and' Reooluti'on, pp.29-3L.
2.

Three Main Aspects of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat

A. StalirL on the Main Taslts of the Proletarian Reuolution
and the Three Aspects of the Dictatorship of the

Proletariat

What are the characteristic features that distinguish the
proletarian revolution from the bourgeois revolution?
The differences between the two may be reduced

to

five

basic points.

bourgeois revolution usually begins when more or
less finished forms of the capitalist order already exist, forms
which have grown and ripened within the womb of feudal
society prior to the open revolution; whereas the proletarian
revolution begins at a time when flnished forms of the socialist
order are either absent, or almost completely absent.
2. The fundamental task of the bourgeois revolution re-

1. The

duces itself to seizing power and operating that power in
conformity with the already existing bourgeois economy;
whereas the main task of the proletarian revolution reduces
tl6
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itself to building up the new socialist economy after having
seized power.

3. The bourgeois revolution is usually

completed with the
of powerl whereas for the proletarian revolution the
of powerl on its beginning, while power is used as a
lever for the transformation of the old economy and for the

seizure
seizure

organization of the new one.
4. The bourgeois revolution limits itself to substituting one
group of exploiters by another in the seat, of power, and therefore has no need to destroy the old state machine; whereas
the proletarian revolution removes all groups of exploiters
from power, and places in power the leader of all the toilers
and exploited, the class of proletarians, and therefore it cannot avoid destroying the old state machine and replacing it
by a new one.
5. The bourgeois revolution cannot for any length of time
rally the millions of the toiling and exploited masses around
the bourgeoisie, for the very reason that they are toilers and
exploited; whereas the proletarian revolution c&n and must
link them up precisely as toilers and exploited in a durable
alliance with the proletariat, if it wishes to carry out its fundamental task of consolidating the power of the proletariat and
building the new socialist economy.
Here are some of Lenin's fundamental postulates on the
subject:
One of the basic di.fferences between the bourgeois revolution and
the socialist revolution (says Lenin) is that, in the case of the
bourgeois revolution, which grows out of feudalism, the new economic organizations are gradually created within the womb of the
old order, and by degrees modify all the aspects of feudal society.
The bourgeois revol
away, to fling aside,
Fulfilling this task,
demanded

of

it: it

socialist revolution is in an altogether di-fferenl, position. The more
backward the country in which, thanks tro lbe zigzag course of history, the socialist revolution has to be begun, the more difficult for it
is the transition from the old capitalist relations to socialist relations. Here, to the tasks of destruction there are added uew organiza47
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tional tasks of unheard-of d;msul1r. . .. (Collecteil Worlcs, Russian

edition, Vol. XX[, p. 315.)
If the creative force of the masses, in the Russian revolution (continues Lenin), which went through the great experience of the year
1905, had not created soviets already in X'ebruary 1917, then these
soyiets

c

October,

izatioral
The sovi
why the striking successes and triumphal procession that we experienced awaited us in the political field, for the new political form
was ready at hand, and all we had to do was by a few decrees to
transform the Soviet power from the embryonic condition in which
it existed during the first months of the revolution, into a form
legally recognized and confirrned in the Russian state-the Russian
Soviet republic. . . .(Ibid.)
There still remained (says Lenin) two tasks of enormous difficulty, the solution of which could, under no circumstances, be the
same triumphal procession that our revolution was. . . .(Ibid.)
First, there was the task of internal organization which faces every
socialist revolution. The difference between the socialist revolution
and the bourgeois revolution is precisely that, in the latter case,
finished fonns of capitalist relationships already exist, whereas the
Soviet power, the proletarian power, does not get these relationships,
if we leave out of account the most developed forms of capitalism
which, as a matter of fact, embraced only a few peaks of industry
and affected agriculture only to a very slight extent. The organization of accounting, the control over large-scale enterprises, the transformation of the whole state economic mechanism into a single great
machine, into an economic organism which shall work in such a way
that hundreds of millions of people shall be directed by a single
plan, such is the tremendous organizalional task which lay on our
shoulders. Under the existing conditions of labor it under no circumstances allowed solution in the "hurrah" fashion in which we
were able to solve the problems of the civil war. . . . (Ibid., p. B1O.)
The second enoflnous difficulty was . . . the international question.
If we were able to cope so easily with Kerensky's bands, if we so
easily established our power, if the decree on the socialization of the
land, and on workers' control, was secured without the slightest
difficulty-if we obtained all this so easily it was only because for a
brief space of time a fortunate combination of circumstances protected us from international imperialism" International imperialism,
with all the might of its capital and its highly organized military
technique, which represents a real force, a real fortress of iater48
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rrntional capital, could under no circumstances, under no possible
r:onditions, live side by side with the Soviet republic, both because
o[ its objective situation and because of the economic interests of
llre capitalist class which was incorporated in it, could not do this
lrccause of commercial ties and of international flnancial relationships.
A conflict is inevitable. This is the greatest difficulty of the Russiau
rcvolution, its greatest historical problem: the necessity to solve
international problems, the necessity to call forth the world revo-

Itrtion. (Ibfd., p. 317.)
Such is the inner character and the basic idea of the prolctarian revolution.
Can such a radical transformation of the old bourgeois sysl;cm of society be achieved without a violent revolution, without the dictatorship of the proletariat?

Obviously not. To think that such a revolution can be
carried out peacefully within the framework of bourgeois
riemocracy, which is adapted to the domination of the bour-

geoisie, means one of two things. It means either madness, atrd
the loss of normal human understanding, or else an open and
gross repudiation of the proletarian revolution. . . .
. . . Now, if it be admitted that the dictatorship of the prolctariat is the basic content of the proletarian revolution,
what then are the fundamental characteristics of the dictatorship of the proletariat?
Here is the most general definition of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, given by Lenin:

The dictatorship of the proletariat is not the end of the

cla"ss

struggle but its continuation in new forrns. The dictatorship of the
proletariat is the class struggle of the proletariat, which has achieved
victory and has seized political power, against the bourgeoisie who
have been defeated but not annihilated, who have not disappeared,
rvho have not ceased their resistance, who have increased their
resistance. (Collected Works, Russian edition, VoI. XXIY, p. 311.)

Replying to those who confuse the dictatorship of the proletariat with ('popular," ttelected" and t'non-class" government,
Lenin states:
The class that has seized political power has done so, conscious of
it has seized power alone. This is implicit in the con-

the fact that
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ment to maintain neutrality). It is on olli,ance between classes which
difier ecorwmically, politically, sociallg and ideologicallg. (Coltecteit
Wcrks, Russian edition, Vol. XXIV, p. 311.)

This does not mean, however, that the rule of this one class,
the class of the proletarians, which does not and cannot share
this rule with any other class, does not need an alliance with
the toiling and exploited masses of other classes for the
attainment of its objectives. On the contrary. This rule, the
rule of a single class, can be firmly established and. exercised
to the full only by means of a special form of alliance between
the class of proletarians and the toiling masses of the pettybourgeois classes, especially the toiling masses of the peasantry.
What is this special form of alliance? What does it consist
of? Does not this alliance with the toiling masses of other,
non-proletarian classes generally contradict the idea of the
dictatorship of one class?
This special form of alliance lies in that the leading force of
this alliance is the proletariat, that the leader in the statg the
leader within the system of the dictatorship of the proletariat
is a single party, the party of the proletariat, the party of the
Communists, which does not and cannot share that, leadership
with other parties.
As you see, the contradiction is only an apparent, a seeming
one.

The dictatorship of tho proletariat (Lenin says) is a speaal lorm
class alliance (My italics.-,/. S.) between the proletariat, the vanguard of the toilers, and the numerous non-proletarian strata of
toilers (the petty bourgeoisie, the small masters, the peasantry, the
intelligentsia, etc.), or the majority of these; it is an alliance against
capital, an alliance aiming at the complete overthrow of capital, at

ol

the complete suppression of the resistance of the bourgeoisie and
of any attempt on their part at restoration, an alliance aiming at the

final establishment and consolidation of socialism. It is a special type
of alliance, which is being built up under special circumstances,
namely, in the circumstances of furious civil war; it is an alliance
between the firm supporters of socialism and its wavering allies and
sometimes neutrals (when the agreement to fight becomes an agroe50

trn one of his instructional reports, Comrade Kamenev, disputing such a conception of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
states:

The dictatorship fs rzot an alliance between one class and another.
(Prauda, January 14, 7925.)

I believe
passage in

that Comrade Kamenev had in view, above all, a
my pamphlet The October Reuolution and the
Tacti,cs ol the Russian Communisfs, where it is stated:
The dictatorshia of the proletariat is not simply the governing
upper stratum "cleverly" "selected" by the careful hand of an

I completely endorse this formulation of the dictatorship
the proletariat, for

I think that it wholly and fully

of

corresponds

to Lenin's formulation, just quoted.
I maintain that Comrade Kamenev,s declaration that ,,the
dictatorship 'is not an alliance between one class and another,,,
in the categorical form in which it is made, has nothing in
common with the Leninist theory of the dictatorship of the
proletariat.
I maintain that only those who have never understood the
meaning of the idea of the bond," the idea of the alliance between the workers and the peasants, the idea of the hegemony
of the proletariat within this alliance, can speak in such a
fashion.
Such statements can only be made by those who have failed

to grasp Lenin's thesis that:
Nothing but an aqreement with the peasants (My italics-J. S.)
can save the socialist revolution in Russia until the revolution has
* The word us€d in Russian ts srngchka.-8d,,
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taken plaee in other countries. (Collected, Works, Russian edition,
Vol. XXVI, p. 238.)
Such statements can only be made by those who have failed
to grasp Lenin's proposition that:
The oupreme pnnciple of the dictatorship (My italics-,I. S.) is
the preservation of the alliance between the proletariat and the
peasantry, in order that the proletariat may retain the leading r6le
and state power. (Ibid., p. 460.)

Pointing to one of the most impoftant aims of the dictatorship, namely, the suppression of the exploiters, Lenin states:
The scientffic concept, dictatorship, means nothing more nor less
than power that directly rests on violence, that is not limited by any
laws or restricted by any absolute rules. . . . Dictatorship me&nsnote this once and for all, Messrs. Cadets *-unlimited power, restiag
on violence and not on law. During civil war, victorious power can
only be dictatorship. (Collected Worlcs, Russian edition, Vol. XXV,
pp. 436 and 444.)

But, of course, the dictatorship of the proletariat does not
merely mean violence, although there is no dictatorship without violence.
Dictatorship (says Lenin) does not mean violence alone, although
likewise signifies a higher organization of labor than that which previously existed. (Collected,
Works, Russian edition, Vol. XXIV, p. 305.)
The dictatorship of the proletariat . . . is not merely the use of
violence against the exploiters, and is not even mainly the use of
violence. The economic basis of this revolutionary violence, the
guarantee of its vitality and success, is that the proletariat represents
and introduces a higher type of social organization of labor compared
with capitalism. That is the essential point. This is the source of the
strength of Communism and the guarantee of its inevitable complete

it is impossible without violence. It

victory. Qbid,., p.

335.)

(i. e., of the dictatorship-,I. S.) lies in the organization and discipline of the advanced detachment of the toilers,
of its vanguard, its sole leader, the proletariat. Its aim is to establish
socialism, to put an end to the division of society into classes, to
make all members of society toilers, to remove the soil for the exploitation of man by man. This aim cannot be achieved at one stroke.
It demands quite a protracted period of transition from capitalism
* The Constitutional Democrats.-Ed,

Its
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to socialism, because the reorganization of production is a difficult
matter, because time is needed for radical changes in all spheres of
lil'e, and because the enorrnous force of habit, of petty-bourgeois and
bourgeois management can be overcome only by a long stubbom
struggle. That was why Marx spoke of the dictatorship of the proletariat as of a whole period, a period of transition from capitalism

to socialism. (IUd., p. 374.)
Such are the characteristic features of the dictatorship of
the proletariat.
Hence there are three fundamental aspects of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
1. The utilization of the power of the proletariat for the
suppression of the exploiters, for the defense of the country,
for the consolidation of the ties with the proletarians of other
lands, and for the development and the victory of the revolu-

tion in all countries.
2. The utilization of the power of the proletariat in order
to detach the toiling and exploited masses once and for all
from the bourgeoisie, to consolidate the alliance of the proletariat with these masses, to enlist these masses for the work
of socialist construction, and to insure the state leadership of
these masses by the proletariat.
3. The utilization of the power of the proletariat for the
organization of socialism, for the abolition of classes, and for
the transition to a society without classes, to a society without
a state.
The dictatorship of the proletariat is a combination of all
three aspects. None of these three aspects can be advanced as
the sole characteristic feature of the dictatorship of the proletariat. On the other hand, it is sufficient for but one of these
three characteristic features to be lacking, for the dictatorship
of the proletariat to cease being a dictatorship in a capitalist
environment. Therefore not one of these three features can be
omitted without running the risk of distorting the concept of
the dictatorship of the proletariat. Only all these three features
taken together give us a complete and fully rounded concept
of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The dictatorship of the proletariat has its periods, its special
53
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forms, its diversified methods of work. During the period of
civil war, the coercive aspect of the dictatorship is especially
conspicuous. But it by no means follows from this that no
constructive work is carried on during the period of civil war.
The civil war itself cannot be waged without constructive
work. On the other hand, during the period of socialist, construction, the peaceful, organizational and cultural work of
the dictatorship, revolutionary law, etc., are especially conspicuous. But here, again, it by no means follows that during
the period of construction, the coercive side of the dictatorship
has fallen aw&y, or could do so. The organs of suppression, the
army and other organizations are as necessary now in the
period of construction as they were during the civil war
period. Without these institutions, constructive work by the
dictatorship with any degree of security would be impossible.
It should not be forgotten that for the time being the revolution has been victorious in only one country. It should not be
forgotten that as long as we live in a capitalist encirclement,
so long will the danger of intervention, with all the resultant
consequences, continue.

I, pp. 26649; ?0-74.
. . . The dictatorship of the proletariat is not only uiolence.
It is also the leadership of the toiling masses of the nonproletarian classes, it is also lhe building W of socialist
economy, which is of a higher type than capitalist ecouomy,
and has a greater productivity of labor than capitalist
economy. The dictatorship of the proletariat is: l: In regaril
to the capitalists and landowners, the exercise of violence,
unrestricted by law; 2: 'in regard to the peasantry,lhe leadership of the proletariat; 3: in regard to soci.e,ty as a whole, the
building of socialism.
Not one of these aspects can be left out without distorting
the concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Only these
three aspects taken together give a complete and fiuished
concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Joseph Stalin, Leni,ni,sm,Yol.

il

Ibid,., p. T20.
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B.

The Dictotorship ol the Proletari,at Is Not the Enil but
the Continu,otibn ol the Proletaria,n Class Struggle in
' New Forms

1. The main source from

which

the "socialists"' lack of understanding of the proletarian dictatorship is their failure to follow up
the idea of the class struggle to thc
end....
The dictatorship of the proletariat
is the contirru,ation of the proletarian
class struggle it new forms. This is
the crux of the matter and this they
fail to understand.
The proletariat as a particular class
continues to carry on its class struggle
eprings

alone.

2.

The state is merely

-

the instru-

ment of. the proletariat in its

class

struggle. A particular club and nothing
more.

The old prejudices concerning the
state (c/. State and Reuolution). The
new forms of the state constitute the
theme of Part C. This is only an
approachlo it.
3. Under the dictatorship of the
proletariat the forms of the proletarian class struggle cannot be the old
ones. Fiue new main tasks and corresponding new forms:
4. (l) The supyression of the resistance ol the erploiters. This as the
task (and content) of the epoch, is
altogether lost sight of by the opportunists and the "socialists."

of the
begit belore
anrrd, grows more acute
after their overthrow,
from two sides. A fight
to a finuh or "talkytalky" like the petty
The resistance

exploiters

bourgeoisie and the "socialists").
DC
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Ifence(aa) The particular (extreme) severity of the class struggle.
(BB) The new forms of resistance
which correspond to capitalism and its
higher stage (conspiracies -+- sabotage
:influence exercised upon the petty

mass": Engels 1875, attitude towards the Comnxulle.

bourgeoisie, etc.).

7. (4) "Util;izing" the bourgeoisie.
"The experts." Not only suppression of resistance, not, only t'neutralization," but also giving employment,
pressing into the service of the pro-

And in particular5. (2) (yy) Ciuil war. Revolution
in general and civil war (164g, lTgB),
compare Karl Kautshy,7g02, in Social
Reuolution.
Civil war in the period of the
national ties of

inter- Civil war and the

capitalism.

,t*T,L"rr*[#"rp"H:r"

and civil war.

Converting imperialist war into
civil war. (The ignorance and Iow

a) Russia, Hungary,
F'inland, German11. " "

cowardice of the "socialists.")

America.

Compare Marx 1870: to teach the

proletariat to wield arms. The period
of 1871-1914 and the period of civil
wars.

6. (3) "Neutralizing" the petty

borngeoisie, particularly the peasantry

tion as").

Karl Kautsky in his

P) Switzerland

and

7 The inevitabilitv-with
of
combining civil war
revolutionary wars (compare the program of the

Russian Communist

Party).

.

The Communist Manifesto (reactionary and revolutionary "in propor-

Agrarian
Question. Neutralization, under the
pretext of improving upon it, this idea

"The ruling

co

letariat.
Compare the program of the Russian Communist Party-"military experts."
8. (5) Training'in a new di,scipline.
(o) The dictatorship of the proletariat and trade unions.
(d) "The Communist Subbotniks."
(7) The purging of the Party and
its r6le.
(p) Premiums and piece work.
V. I. Lenin, Collncted Works, Russian edition, Volume XXV, pp, 5-7.
(Fragment of a manuscript, one of five, representing rough drafts of a
pamphlet conceived by Lenin in 1919, which, however, was never written.)

class.t,

Domination excludes

"freedom and equality.,,

C.

of the Dictatorship ol the Proletariat
ol the Resistance of the Bou,rgeoisie, as
the Leader ol the Petty Bourgeois Toiling Masses as
well, as the Instrument tor the Building Up ol

Len'in's Eualuation

as the Suppression

ttTo lead." ttto suide.',

"to inspire ind

class meaning
conceptions.

lea-d,,,
the
'these

of

has been debased.

"Neutralization" in practice, holding down by violence (Engels 18gb).
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exploiter (a profiteer, a
Example:
proprietor).
Persuasion, etc., etc.
ttln proportion as."
Enlisting f holding down, "in pro- Waverings during the
struggle. The etperi,ence
portion as."
the struggle.
oft'One
teactionary

Peasant and worker.
The peasant as a toiler

and the peasant as

an

Social;ism

The dictatorship of the proletariat is not, the end of the class
struggle but its continuation in new for"rns. The dictatorship
of the proletariat is the class struggle of the victorious proletariat that has taken the political power into its own hands
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against the bourgeoisie which, though defeated, is not yet destroyed, has not yet disappeared, has not stopped its resistance,
but even increased it. The dictatorship of the proletariat, is a
special form of the class alliance between the proletariat, the
vanguard of the toilers, and the numerous non-proletarian
strata of the toilers (petty bourgeoisie, petty proprietors, the
peasantry, the intellectuals, etc.) or their majority; an alliance against capital, an alliance for the complete overthrow
of capital, complete suppression of the resistance of the bourgeoisie and their attempts at restorationl an alliance for the
purpose of fully establishing and consolidating socialism. It is
a particular kind of alliance, formed in a particular situation,
namely, in a situation of fierce civil war; it is an alliance of
the staunch adherents of Socialism with its wavering allies,
sometimes with "neutrals" (when, from a militant agreement
the alliance is converted into a neutrality agreement) I an
alliance between classes which are economically, politically,
socially and morally unequal. It is only the rotten heroes of
the rotten "Bero" or yellow International, men like Kautsky,
Martov and Co. who instead of studying the concrete forms,
conditions and tasks of this allianee, confine themselves to
general phrases about ttfreedom," "equality" and ttunity of
labor democtacy," i.e., scraps from the ideological armory of
the period of commodity economy. (Lenin, Coltected Works,
Russian edition, Vol. XXIV, p. 311.)
However, it is not mere force and not chiefly force that is
the essence of the proletarian dictatorship. Its main essence
is the organization and discipline of the advanced detachment
of the toilers, its vanguard, its sole leader, the proletariat.
The object of the proletarian dictatorship is to create socialism, to abolish the division of society in classes, to turn all
the members of society into toilers, to eliminate all possibilities for the exploitation of man by man. This object cannot be
accomplished all at once, it requires a pretty long period of
transition from capitalism to socialism, because reorganization
of production is difficult, because radical changes in all spheres
of life require time, and because the great force of habit to
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conduct affairs in a petty bourgeois and bourgeois manner
may be overcome only by prolonged and obstinate struggle.
That is why Marx speaks of a whole period of the dictatorship
of the proletariat as the period of transition from capitalism
to socialism.
Throughout this transition period resistance will be offered
to the revolution by the capitalists and their numerous followers from among the bourgeois intellectuals whose resistance
is premeditative as well as by the great mass of toilers,
including peasants, who are too much overwhelmed by petty
bourgeois habits and traditions and whose resistance is often
unintentional. Among these sections waverings are inevitable.
The peasant as a toiler strives for socialism, preferring the
dictatorship of the workers to the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. The peasant as the seller of corn hankers after the
bourgeoisie, after free Nrade, i.e., he harks back to old
tthabitual," ttprimordial" capitalism.
The dictatorship of the proletariat, the rule of one class, the
force of its organization and discipline, its centralized power
based on all the acquisitions of culture, science and capitalist
technique, its proletarian kinship to the psychology of every
toiler, its authority in the eyes of the isolated toiler in the
village or in petty industry who is not so developed and not
so firm in politics, that is what is needed in order that
the proletarial may lead the peasantry and the petty bourgeois strata in general. Here phrases about "democracy" in
general, t'unity" or ttunity of labor democracy," "equality,'of
all "the men of toil" and so on and so forth-phrases which
the social-chauvinists and the Kautskyists who have grown
philistine are so fond of-won't help. Phrase-mongering only
throws dust in the eyes, beclouds the consciousness and perpetuates the old stupidity, conservatism and routine of
capitalism, parliamentarism and bourgeois democracy.
The abolition of classes is a matter of long, difficult, stubborn
class struggle which, after the overthrow of the power of
capital, alter Lhe destruction of the bourgeois sLale, alter the
establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat, does nof
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disappear (as the vulgar people of the old socialism and of
the old Social-Democracy imagine), but only changes its forms
and in many respects grows fiercer still.
The proletariat must maintain its power, strengthen its
organizing influence, "neubralize" those sections which are
afraid of parting company with the bourgeoisie and too
hesitatingly follow the proletariat, by waging the class
struggle against the resistance of the bourgeoisie, against conservatism, routine, indecision, and the waverings of the petty
bourgeoisie; it must consolidate the new discipline, the
comradely discipline of the toilers, their firm ties with the
proletariat, their rallying around the proletariat, this new
discipline, the new basis of social ties, which is replacing the
feudal discipline of the medieval ages, the discipline of starvation, the discipline of "free" wage slavery under capitalism.
In order to abolish the classes a period of the dictatorship
of one class is necessary, namely, of the oppressed class which
is capable not only of overthrowing the exploiters, not only of
ruthlessly suppressing their resistance, but also of breaking
with the entire bourgeois democratic ideology, with all the
philistine phrases about freedom and equality in general (in
fact, as Marx has long ago pointed out, these phrases mean
the "freedom and equality" of the commodity owners, Lhe
"freedom and equality" of the capi,talist and the worker).
Furthermore, of the oppressed classes, only that class is
capable of abolishing the classes by its dictatorship that has
been trained, united, educated and hardened by decades of
strikes and political struggle against capital-only that class
that has acquired the entire urban, industrial, big capitalist
culture and is determined and able to defend, maintain and
develop further all its acquisitions, to make them accessible
to the entire people, to all the toilers-only that class that is
able to bear all the difficulties, trials, misfortunes, great
sacrifices that history inevitably imposes upon those who break
with the past and courageously pave for themselves the way
to a new future-only that class whose best people are full
of hatred and contempt for all that is philistine, for the
60
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rlualities which flourish among the petty bourgeoisie, the petty
cmployees and the "intellectuals,,-only that class that has
become steeled in the "school of labor,, and whose efficiency
commands the respect of every toiler and every honest man.
Y. I. Lenin, CollecteilWorks, Russian edition, Vol. XXIY, pp.

814_16.

3. The Revolutionary-Democratic Dictatorship of the pro_
letariat and the Peasantry as a Stage on the Way to the
Dictatorship of the proletariat *

unity of will on questions of democracy and the struggle for a
lepublic. To forget this would be tantamount to forgetting the
logical and historical difference between a democratic revolu_
tion and a socialist revolution. To forget this would mean
forgetting the national character of the democratic revolution:
if it is "national" it means that there must be,,unity of will,,
precisely in so far as this revolution satisfies the national needs
and requirements. Beyond the boundaries of democracy there
can be no unity of will between the proletariat and the peasant
bourgeoisie. Class struggle between them is inevitable; but on
the basis of a democratic republic this struggle will be the
e of the people for
d, the revolutionary_

t
di
th
of

and the peasantry
ratic
and
eora
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has a past and a future. Its past is autocracy, serfdom,
monarchy aud privileges. In the struggle against this past, in
the struggle against counter-revolution, a "united will" of the
proletariat and the peasantry is possible, for there is unity of
interests.

Its future is the

struggle against private property, the
of the wage worker against his master, the struggle
for socialism. In this case, unity of will is impossible.* Hele
our path lies not from autocracy to a republic, but from a
petty-bourgeois democratic republic to socialism.
Of course, in concrete historical circumstances, the elements
of the past become interwoven with those of the future, the
two paths get mixed. W.age labor and its struggle against
struggle

private properby exist under autocracy as well, they originate
even under serfdom. But this does not prevent us from drawing
a logical and historical line of demarcation between the important stages of development. Surely we all draw the distinction between bourgeois revolution and socialist revolution,
we all absolutely insist on the necessity of drawing a strict
line between them; but can it be denied that in history certain
particular elements of both revolutions become interwoven?
Have there not been a number of socialist movements and
attempts at establishing socialism in the period of democratic
revolutions in Europe? And will not the future socialist revolution in Europe still have to do a great deal that has been
left undone in the fleld of democracy?
A Social-Democrat must never, even for an instant, forget
that the proletarian class struggle for socialism against the
most democratic and republican bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie is inevitable. This is beyond doubt. From this logically
followe the absolute necessity of a separate, independent and
strictly class party of Social-Democracy. From this logically
follows the provisional character of our tactics to "strike to* The development of capitalism, which is more extensive and rapid
under conditions of freedom, will inevitably put a speedy end to the
unity of will; the sooner the counter-revolution and reaction are
crushed, the speedier will the unity of will come to an end.
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and the duty to carefully watch
€rDy," etc. All this is also beyond
ulous and reactionary to deduce
et, ignore or neglect those tasks
which, although transient and temporary, are vital at the
present time. The struggle against autocracy is a temporary
and transient task of the Socialists, but to ignore or neglect
this task would be tantamount to betraving socialism and

rytry
to
ion
would be simply reactionary.
Concrete political tasks must be presented

in concrete cirAll things are relative, all things flow and are
subjeet to ehange. The program of the German Socialcumstances.

Democratic Party does not contain the demand for a republic.
In Germany the situation is such that this quedion can in
practice hardly be separated from the questiou of socialism
(although even as regards Germany, Engels in his comments
on the draft of the Erfurt Program of 18g1 uttered a warning

against belittling the importance of a republic and of the
struggle for a republic).* Russian Social-Democracy never
raised the question of eliminating the demand for a republic
from its program or agitation, for in our country there can be
no indissoluble connection between the question of a republic
and the question of socialism. It was quite natural for a
German Social-Democrat of 1898 not to put the question of
the republic in the forefront, and this evoked neither surprise
nor condemnation. But a German Socia1-Democrat who in
1848 left the question of the republic in the shad.e would have

of which was, however, withtreld until

1901-Zd.
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been a downright traitor to the revolution. There is no such
thing as abstract truth. Truth is always concrete.
The time will come when the struggle against Russian
autoeracy will be over, when the period of democratic revolution in Russia will also be over, and then it will be ridiculous
to talk about "unity of will" of the proletariat and the
peasantry, about a democratic dictatorship, etc. When that
time comes we shall take up the question of the socialist
dictatorship of the proletariat and deal with it at greater
length. But at present the party of the advanced class carmot
help striving iu a most energetic manner for a decisive victory
of the democratic revolution over tsarism. And a decisive
victory is nothing else than the revolutionary-democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasautry.
V. I. Lenin, ttThe'Revolutionary Communes' and the RevolutionaryDemocratic Dictatorship of the Proletariat and the Peasantr5r," Selecteil
Worlcs, Vol. III, pp. 9&10I.
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TII. THE DICTATORSIIIP OT'THE PROLETARIAT AS
A NEW TYPE OF STATE; TIIE SOVIETS AS A
STATE FORM OF THE DICTATORSHIP OF
TIIE PROLETARIAT

l.

The Main Features of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat
as the State of a New Type, as the Proletarian and
Soviet Democracy

L.

Stalin on the Dictatorship ol t"he Proletarint as the State
ol a New Type and on the Souiets as the State Form
of the Dictatorship ol the Proletari,at

.. . tr'rom the foregoing, it is quite obvious that the dictatorship of the proletariat is not a mere change of personalities
in the government, a change of t'cabinet,,' etc., leaving inviolate
the old order of things economically as well as politically.
The Mensheviks and opportunists of all countries, who fear
dictatorship like the plague, and who, in their trepidation,
palm off the concept "conquest of power" for the concept
"dictatorship of the proletariat," habitually reduce the meaning of ttconquest of power" to a change of ttcabinet,t, or to a
new ministry composed of people like Scheidemann and Noske,
MacDonald and Henderson taking over the helm of the state.
There is hardly any need to explain that these and similar
cabinet changes have nothing in common with the dictatorship
of the proletariat or with the conquest of real power by a real
proletariat. With the l\{acDonalds and Scheidemanns in power,
and the old bourgeois order of things allowed to remain, their
governments, so to speak, cannot be anything but an apparatus
serving the bourgeoisie, a screen to hide the sores of imperialism, a weapon in the hands of the bourgeoisie against the
revolutionary movement of the oppressed and exploited masses.
Capital needs such governments to screen it, when it flnds it
inconvenient, unprofitable or difficult to oppress and exploit
the masses without the aid of such a blind. Of course the appearance of such governments is a symptom that "all is not
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quiet on Shipka Ilill." x (i.e., among the capitalist). NevertheIess, governments of this complexion necessarily remain
camouflaged capitalist governments. The gorremment, of a
MacDonald or a Scheidemann is as far removed from the
conquest of power by the proletariat as the earth from the
sky. The dictatorship of the proletariat is not a mere change
of government, but a new state, u,ith new organs of power,
both central and local; it is the proletarian state which has
arisen on the ruins of the old state, the state of the bour-

geoisie.

The dictatorship of the proletariat does not arise on the
it arises while this order is being
torn down, after the overthrow of the bourgeoisie, in the
process of the expropriation of the landlords and capitalists,
basis of the bourgeois order;

during the process of socialization of the principal instruments
and means of production, in the process of violent proletarian
revolution. The dictatorship of the proletariat is a revolutionary pow.er based on violence against the bourgeoisie.
The states is an instrument in the hands of the ruling class
for surpassing the resistance of its class enemi es. In this
respect the dictatorship of the proletariat in no way differs, in
essence, from the dictatorship of any other class, for the pro-

letarian state is an instrument for the suppression of the
bourgeoisie. Nevertheless, there is an essentiol diflerence between the two, which is, that all class states that have existed
heretofore have been dictatorships of an exploiting minority
over the exploited majority, whereas the dictatorship of the
proletariat is the dictatorship of the exploited majority over
an exploiting minority.
To put it briefly: the dictatorship ol the proletariat is the
domination of the proletariat ouer the bowgeoisie, untrammeled by law a,nd, based on uiolence and enjoying the
* A Russian saying carried over from the Russo-Turkish War of 1877.
Severe fighting rvas taking place at Shipka Hill in which the Russians
su-ffered Bevere losses and the hiII was strewn with killed soldiers when
the engagement ended; but Russian Ileadquarters in their communi,qui

reported: "AlI quiet on Shipka }Iill.D-Ed.
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sllnr,pathy and support of lhe toiling and exploited

masses.

((,'/. Leniu, State and Reuolution.)
}'rom this two fundamental deductions may be drawn.
Itirst deiluction,: The dictatorship of the proletariat cannot
lrc "complete" democracy, a democracy for all, for rich and
pr.or alikel the dictatorship of the proletariat "must be a state
l,lrut is democratic in a new waE-f or the proletariat and the
;roor in general-and dictatorial in a new ury-q,gainst lhe
lrourgeoisie. . . ." (State and Reuolution, my italics-./. S.). The
lalk of Kautsky and Co. ab
bout
"pure" democracy, about t'per
like,

rure but bourgeois screens to co
that
cquality between exploited and exploiters is impossible. The
l,heory of "pure" democracy is the theory of the upper stratum
of the working class which is tamed and fed by the imperialist
plunderers. It was invented to hide the sores of capitalism, to
camouflage imperialism and lend it moral strength in its
struggle against the exploited masses. Under the capitalist
system there is no true "freedom,, for the exploited, nor c&n
there be, if for no other reason than that the buildings, printing
plants, paper supplies, etc., indispensable for the actual enjoyment of this "freedom,', are the privilege of the exploiters.
Under the capitalist system the exploited masses do not, nor
can they really participate in the administration of the
country, if for no other reason than that even with the most
democratie system under capitalism, the governments are set
up not by the people, but by the Rothschilds and Stinneses,
the Morgans and Rockefellers. Democracy under the capitalist
system is capi,talist democracy, the democracy of an exploiting
minority based upon the restriction of the rights of the exploited majority and directed against this majority. Only
under the dictatorship of the proletariat is real ,,freedom,, for
the exploited and real participation in the administration of
the country by the proletarians and peasants possible. Under
the dictatorship of the proletariat, democracy is proletarian
democracy-the democracy of the exploited majority based
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upon the restriction of the rights of the exploiting minority and
directed against this minority.
Second deduction: the dictatorship of the proletariat cannot
come about as a result, of the peaceful development of bourgeois society and of bourgeois democracy I it cau come only as
the result of the destruction of the bourgeois state machine,
of the bourgeois army, of the bourgeois civil administration
and of the bourgeois police.

In their preface tn The Ciuil Warin

France, Marx and

Engels wrote:

The working class oannot simply take possession of the readyit for its own purposes.

made state machine and use

In his letter to Kugelmann (April 12, 7871), Marx wrote
that the task of the proletarian revolution must
be no longer, as before, to transfer the bureaucratic-military machi.ne
from one hand to another, but to snzosft. it, and that is essential for
every real people's revolution on the Contiaent.

Marx's qualifying phrase about the Continent gave to the
opportunists and Mensheviks of all countries a prextent to cry
aloud that Marx admitted the possibility of the peaceful evolution of bourgeois democracy into a proletarian democracy at

least

in certain

countries which do not come within the

European continental system (England, United States). Marx
did in fact colcede that possibility, and he had good grounds
for doing so in regard to the England and the United States
of the seventies of the last century, when monopoly capitalism
and imperialism did not yet exist and when these countries,
owing to the special conditions of their development, had as
yet no developed militarism or bureaucracy. That is how
matters stood before developed imperialism made its appear-

But later, after a lapse of thirty to forty years, when the
state of affairs in these countries had undergone a radical
change, when imperialism had developed and had embraced all
capitalist countries without exception, when militarism and
bureaucracy appeared in England and the United States also,
when the special conditions of peaceful development in Engance.
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land and the United States had disappeared-then the qualiIication in regard to these countries could no longer apply.
Lenin said:
Today, in 1917, in the epoch of the first great imperialist war,
Marx's exception is no longer valid. Both England and America, the
grcatest and last representatives of Anglo.Saxon "liberty" in the
whole world, in the sense that militarism and bureaucracy are absent,
have today plunged headlong futo the all-European, filthy, bloody
of nrilitary bureaucratic institutions to which everything is
subordinated and which trample everything underfoot. Today, both
in England and America, the essential thing for every real people's
rcvolution is the smashing, the destruction of the "ready-made" state
rnachi:rery (brought in those countries, between 1914 and 1917, to
gcneral "European" imperialist perfection. (The State and. Reuolu.tion.)
rnorass

In other words, the law of violent proletarian revolution,
the law of destruction of the machinery of the bourgeois state
as a conditiou precedent for such revolution is an inevitable
law of the revolutionary movement in the imperialist countriee
of the world.
Of course, in the remote future, if the proletariat is victorious in the most important capitalist countries and if the
present capitalist encirclement gives way to a socialist encirclement, a "peaceful" course of development is quite possible for some of the capitalist countries whose capitalists, in
view of the "unfavorable" international situation, will consider
it advisable "voluntarily" to make substantial concessions to
the proletariat. But this supposition deals only with the remote
and possible future; it has no bearing whatever on the immediate future.
Lenin is therefore right in saying:
The proletarian revolution is impossible without the forcible destmction of the bourgeois state machine and the substitution for it of
a new one. (The Proletarian Reaolution anil Renegaile Kautskg,
p. 21.)
. . . The

victory of the dictatorship of the proletariat sig-

nifles the suppression of the bourgeoisie, the break-up of the
bourgeois state machine and the replacement of bourgeois
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democracy by proletarian democracy. That is clear. But what

organirations are to be employed in order to carry out this
colossal work? There can hardly be any doubt that the old
foms of organization of the proletariat which grew up with
bourgeois parliamentarism as their base, are not equal to this
task. IVhat are the new forms of organization of the proletariat
ttrat can serye as the grave-digger of the bourgeois state
machine, that are capable not only of breaking this machine,
not only of replacing bourgeois democracy by proletarian
democracy, but also of serving as the foundation of the state
power of the proletariat?
This new form of organization of the proletariat, is the
soviets.

In what lies the strength of the soviets as compared with the
old forms of organization?
In that the soviets are the mosl all-embracing mass organizations of the proletariat, for they and they alone embrace all
workers without exception.
In that the soviets are the only mass organizations that take

in all the

oppressed and exploited workers and peasautts, 60ldiers and sailors, and for this reason the political leaderahip
of the mass struggle by the vanguard, by the proletariat, can
be most easily and most completely exercised through them.
In that the soviets are the most powerlul organs of the
revolutionary mass struggle, of mass political demonetrations
and of mass uprising; they are organs capable of breaking the
omnipotence of finance capital and its political acceesories.
In that the soviets are the direct organizations of the masses
themselves, i.e., lhey are the most democratic, and. therefore
the most authoritative organizations of the masses, that provide them with the maximum facilities for participating in the
building up of the new state and its administration; they develop to their fullest extent the revolutionary enerry, the initiative and the creative faculties of the masses in the struggle
for the destruction of the old system, in the struggle for a new,
proletarian system.
The Soviet power is the unification and the crystallization
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of the local soviets into one general state organizat'ion, into a
ctate organizalion of the proletariat which is both the vanguard of the oppressed and exploited masses and the ruling
closs-it is their unification into the republic of soviets.
The essence of the Soviet power is the fact that the most
pronounced mass and revolutionary orgauizations of precisely
(;hose classes that were oppressed by the capitalists and landItrrds now constitute Lhe "perntanent and sole foundation of all
state power, of the entire state apparatus"l that n'precisely
ttrose masses which in the most democratic bourgeois republics"

onjoy equal rights according to the letter of the law, but "in
fact by a thousand tricks and machinations were prevented
from participating in political life and from exercising their
democratic rights and liberties, are now constantly, imperatively
drawn into participation, and, moreover, into decisiue patticipation in the democratic administration of the state."
(Y. I. Lenin, Collected Worlos, Russian edition, Vol. XXIV,
p. 13.)
For this reason the Soviet power is a new form of. sLale
organization, different in principle from the old bourgeoisclemocratic and parliamentary form-a new type of state
adapted, not to the task of exploiting and oppressing the toiling masses but to the task of completely emancipating them
. from all oppression and exploitation, to the tasks facing the
dictatorship of the proletariat.
Lenin rightly says that with the appearance of the Soviet
power "the epoch of bourgeois-democratic parliamentarism has
come to an end and a new chapter in world history has commenced: the epoch of proletarian dictatorship."
What are the main characteristics of the Soviet power?
They are that the Soviet power has a most pronounced mass
character and is the most democratic of all state organizations
possible while classes continue to exist; for, being the arena
of the bond and coiiperation of the workers and exploited
peasants in their struggle against, the exploiters, and basing
itself in its work on this bond and coiiperation, the Soviet
power by this very fact represents the rule of the majority of
7t
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the population over the minority, it is the state of that
majority, the expression of its dictatorship.
That the Soviet power is the most international of all state
organizations in class society, for, by extirpating every kind of
national oppression and basing itself on the coiiperation of the
toiling masses of the various nationalities it facilitates the
amalgamation of these masses into a single union of states.
That the Soviet power by its very structure facilitates the
leadership of the oppressed and exploited masses by the vanguard of these masses, i.e., Lhe proletariat--the most compact
and most class conscious nucleus of the soviets.
The experience of all revolutions and of all movements of the
oppressed classes, the experience of the world socialist movement
teaches us (says Lenin) that only the proletariat is able to unite the
scattered, baekward strata of the toiling and exploited populatiou
and to lead them. (Ibid., p. 14.)

The strueture of the Soviet power facilitates the practical
application of the lessons to be drawn from this experience.
That the Soviet power, by combining the legislative and
executive functions in a single state body and replacing territorial electoral divisions by units of production, i.e., factories
and workshops, thereby directly connects the workers and the
laboring masses in general with the apparatus of state administration and teaches them how to administer the country.
That only the Soviet power is capable of releasing the amy
from its position of subordination to bourgeois command and
of converting it from an instrument of oppression of the people,
which it is under the bourgeois order, into an instrument for
the liberation of the people from the yoke of the bourgeoisie,
both native and foreign.
That "only the Soviet state organizaltion can definitely destroy at one blow the old, i.e., the bourgeois-bureaucratic and
judicial apparatus." (Ibid.)
That the Soviet form of state alone, by drawing the mass
organizations of the toilers and of the exploited into constant
and unconditional participation in the administration of the
state, is capable of preparing the ground for the dying out of
72
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l,hc state which

is

one

of the basic elements of the future

stateless communist society.

The republic of soviets is thus the political form, so long
flnally found, within the framework of which the
cconomic emancipation of the proletariat and the complete
victory of socialism is to be accomplished.
The Paris Commune was the embryo of this form; the Soviet
power is its development and culmination.
That is why Lenin says that:
sought and

The Republic of soviets of workers', soldiers' and peasants' deputies

is not only the form of a higher type of democratic institution . . .
but is also tbe only form capable of insuring the least painful transition to socialism. (Collected Worhs, Russian edition, Vol. XX[,
p. 131.)
Joseph Stalin, Leni,nism, Yol.

B.

The Dictatorship

I, pp. 44-51.

ol the Proletariat-the State o! a
Neu Type
Thus, the Dictatorship of the
Proletariat is a "political transition period"; it is clear that also

the state of this period is a
transition from the state to no
stale, i.e,, "no longer a state in
the proper sense of the word."

Marx and Engels therefore do
not in any way contradict each
other on this point.
But further on Marx'speaks of
"the future state of communist
society" ! ! Thus, even

in "com-

munist society" the state will
exist! ! Is there not a contradiction in this?

The

state

bourgeoisie

needed

,, No: I-in capitalist society, a
by the
$ate in the proper sense
of the word.
,o
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Il-the transition (dictatorship of the proleneeded by the
The state
tariat): a state of the
proletariat
transitional type (not a
state in the proper sense

not

The

state
withers away

needed,

it

of the word).
Ill-cornmunist society: the
utitherin4 away of. the
state.

clarityll
f-Democracy only for the fn other words:
rich and for a small layer
of the proletariat. (It is not
I-Democracy only by way
poor
for
Complete consistency and

rnan!)
Il-Democracy for the poor, for
the

9/10 of the

population,

the cn-rshing of the resistance of the rich by force.

Ill-Democracy complete,

becoming a habit and for tha.t

reason dying out, giving

place to the

principle:

"from each according to his
abilities,

to

each according

to his needs."
See

p.

19, marginal note.

of

exception and never com-

plete. . . .

Il-Democracy almost complete, limited only by the
crush,ing of the resistance of
bourgeoisie.

the

Ill-Democracy, really complete,
', becoming a habit ard lor
that reason dying out....
Complete democracy equals
no democracy. This is not a
paradox but the truth!

V. I. Lenin, M,iscellnny, Volume XIV, pp.

265-2ffi. (From Lenin's

notes in connection with the work on the state which he was preparing.
The notes were entered in a special note-book in January and February,

tst7.)-Ed.

C.

The Paris Commune as the First Historical Erperienc,e
ol the New Type ol State

From the outset the Commune was compelled to recognize
that, the working class, once come to power, could not manage
with the old state machinel that in order not to lose again its
newly-won supremacy, this working class must, on the one
hand, do away with all the old repressive machinery previously used against it, itself and on the other, safeguard it74
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r'rt:lf against its own deputies and officials, by declaring them
rll, without exception, subject to recall at any moment. What
luld been the characteristic attribute of the old state? Society
lrtd created its own organs to look after its common interests,
originally through the simple division of labor. But these
olgans, at whose head was the State power, had in the course
of time, in pursuance of their own special interests, transformed themselves from the servants of society into the
rnasters of society, as can be seen, for example, not only in the
hereditary monarchy, but equally also in the democratic republic. Nowhere do "politicians" form a more separate powerful section of the nation than in North America. There, each
of the two great parties which alternately succeed each other
in power is itself in turn controlled by people who make a
business of politics, who speculate on seats in the legislative
ussernblies of the Union as well as of the separate states, or
who make a living by carrying on agitation for their party
and on its victory are rewarded with positions. It is well known
that the Americans have been striving for thirty years to shake
off this yoke, which has become intolerable, and in spite of all
tliey can do they continue to sink ever deeper in this swamp of
corruption. It is precisely in America that we see best how
bhere takes place this process of the State power making itself
independent in relation to society, whose mere instrument
it was originally intended to be. Here there exists no dynasty,
no nobility, no standing army, beyond the few men keeping
watch on the Indians; no bureaucracy with permanent posts
or the right to pensions. And nevertheless we find here two
great gangs of political speculators, who alternately t'ake possession of the State power, and exploit it by the most corrupt
means and for the most corrupt ends-and the nation is
powerless against these two great cartels of politicians, who
are ostensibly its servants, but in reality exploit and plunder it.
Against this transformation of the State and the organs
of the State from the servants of society into masters of
society-an inevitable transformation in ail previous statesthe Commune made use of two infallible expedients. In the
ID
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rcared in new and free social conditions, will be able to throw
l,lrc cntire lumber of the state on the scrap heap.
Of late the Social-Democratic philistine * has once more
becn filled with wholesome terror at the words: Dictatorship
of the Proletariat. W'ell and good, gentlemen, do you want to
l<now what this dictatorship looks like? Look at the Paris
Commune. That was the Dictatorship of the Proletariat.
Frederick Engels, Introduction to Tlre Ciui,l Warin Fronce, by Karl
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first, place, it filled all posts-administrative, judicial and educational-by election on the basis of universal suffrage of all
concerned, with the right of the same electors to recall their
delegate at any time. And in the second plaee, all officials, high
or low, were paid only the wages received by other workers.
The highest salary paid by the Commune to anyone was 6,000
francs. In this way an effective barrier to place-hunting and
careerism was set up, even apart from the superabundance
of mandates to delegates to representative bodies which were
also added in proportion.
The shattering of the former state power and its replacement
by a new and really democratic state is described in detail
in the third section of The Ciui'l War. But it was necessary
to dwell briefly here once more on some of its features, because
in Germany particularly the superstitious belief in the state
has been carried over from philosophy into the general consciousness of the bourgeoisie and even of many workers. According to the philosophical notion the state is the "realizaLion
of the idea" or, the Kingdom of God on earth translated into
philosophical terms; the sphere in which eternal truth and
justice is or should be realized. And from this follows a
superstitious reverence of the state and everything connected
with it, which takes root the more readily as people from their
childhood are accustomed to imagine that the affairs and interests common to the whole of society could not be looked
after otherwise than as they have been Iooked after in the
past, that is through the state and its well-paid officials. And
people think they are taking quite an extraordinarily bold step
forward when they rid themselves of belief in a hereditary
monarchy and swear by the democratic republic. In reality,
however, the State is nothing more than a machine for the
oppression of one class by another, and indeed in the democratic republic no less than in the monarchy; and at best
an evil inherited by the proletariat, after its victorious struggle
for class supremacy, whose worst sides the proletariat, just
like the Commune, cannot avoid having to lop off at the
earliest possible moment, until such time as a Dew generation,

Murx, London and New York,

I).

The Dictatorship

1933.

ol the Proletariat as the Proletorian and
Souiet Democracy

1. The bourgeois republic, even the most democratic, sanct,ified by the slogans of the national or non-class will of the
pcople, has inevitably proved in fact to be-owing to the
private ownership of the land and other means of production[he dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, a machine for the exploitation and suppression of the overwhelming majority of the
l,oilers by a handful of capitalists. In contrast to this, prolctarian or Soviet democracy has transforrned the mass orgu,nizations of precisely the classes oppressed by capitalism,
l,he proletarians and poor peasants (semi-proletarians), i.e.,
t,he enormous majority of the population, into the sole and
perrnanent basis of the entire state apparatus, local and central, from top to bottom. In this way, the Soviet government
introduced (and, incidentally, in a much wider form than anywhere else) local and regional self-government, without any
official authorities appointed from above. The task of the
l']arty is to work untiringly for the complete and actual
rcalization of this highest type of democracy, which, in order
that it may function properly, requires a steady raising of the
level of culture, organization and activity of the masses.
* In all editions published before 1932 the text had the words, ,,the
German philistine." This was a falsification. Engels, manuscript in the
possession of the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute in Moscow has the words
"Social-Democratic philistine." The word "Social-Democratic,, was
ufterwards crossed out (not by Engels) and the word ,,GermaD.,, was
inserted in an unknown handwriting-Zd.
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2. In contrast to bourgeois democracy, which conceals the
class nature of its state, the Soviet power openly recognizes
that every state must inevitably be a class state until the
division of society into classes and along with it all statc
power have completely disappeared. By its very nature, the
object of the Soviet state is to cmsh the resistance of the
exploiters; and the Soviet constitution, proceeding from tho
standpoint that all freedom is a deception if it runs counter to
the emancipation of labor from the yoke of capital, does not
hesitate to deprive the exploiters of political rights. The task
of the Party of the proletariat is, while steadily pursuing the
policy of suppressing the resistance of the exploiters and combating ideologically the deep-rooted prejudices concerning the
absolute nature of bourgeois rights and liberties, to explain
that deprivation of political rights and restriction of liberty
are necessary only as temporary measures to fight any attempt of the exploiters to defend or restore their privileges.
To the extent that the objective possibility of exploitation of
man by man disappears, the necessity for such temporary
measures will also disappear, and the Party will strive to
diminish these measures and finally to abolish them.
3. Bourgeois democracy has confined itself to the formal
extension of political rights and liberties, such as the right
of assembly, right of association, and freedom of the press, to
all citizens alike. In reality, however, administrative practice,
and, above all, the economic enslavement of the toilers, have
always made it impossible for the toilers to enjoy these rights
and liberties to any real extent under bourgeois democracy.
Proletarian democracy, on the contrary, instead of formally
proclaiming rights and liberties, actually grants them, primarily and mainly to those classes of the population which
have been oppressed by capitalism, namely the proletariat and
the peasantry. For this purpose the Soviet government expropriates from the bourgeoisie buildings, printing plants, stocks
of paper, etc., and places them at the complete disposal of the
workers and their organizations.
The task of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is tcr
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rlrrrw broader and broader masses of the toiling population
irrt,o using democratic rights and liberties and to exiend the
rrrrterial possibilities for this.
4. For centuries bourgeois democracy has been proclaiming
rrryuality irrespective of sex, religion, race and nationality, but
rrrupitalism never allowed this equality to be realized in pracl,ice anywhere; and during its imperialist stage it has caused
ir very strong increase in racial and national oppression. It is
orrly because it is the government of the toilers that the Soviet
government was able for the first time in history to introduce
t,his equality of rights completely and in all spheres of life,
including the absolute elimination of the last traces of inctluality of women in the sphere of marriage and family rights
in general. The task of the Party at the present moment is
rnainly to carry on ideological and educational work for the
l)urpose of finally stamping out all traces of former inequality
or prejudices, especially among the backward strata of the
ploletariat and the peasantry.
Not, confining itself to the formal equality of women, the
I'arty strives to free women from the material burden of obsolcte housekeeping by substituting for it house-communes, public dining halls, central laundries, creches, etc"
5. While securing for the toiling masses incomparably
greater opportunities than those enjoyed under bourgeois
tlemocracy and parliamentary government to elect and recall
tleputies in a manner easiest and most accessible to the workcrs and peasants, the Soviet government at the same time
abolishes the negative aspect of parliamentary government,
cspecially the separation of the legislature from the executive,
the isolation of the representative institution from the masses,
ctc.

The Soviet government draws the state apparatus closer to
the masses also by the fact that the electoral constituency and
the basic unit of the state is no longer a territorial district, but
an industrial unit (works, factory).
The task of the Party is, while pursuing all its work in this
direction, to bring the organs of power still closer to the
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masses of the toilers on the basis of an ever stricter and fuller
application of democracy by the masses in practice, especially
by making officials responsible and accountable for their actions.
6. Whereas bourgeois democracy, in spite of its declarations, has converted its army into a weapon of the properbied
classes, separating it from the toiling masses and opposing it
to them, and has made it difficult or even impossible for soldiers to exercise their political rights, the Soviet state merges
the workers and soldiers in its organs, the Soviets, on the basis
of complete equality of rights and identity of interests. The
task of the Party is to maintain and develop this solidarity
of workers and soldiers in the Soviets, to strengthen the indissoluble ties between the armed forces and the organizations of
the proletariat and the semi-proletariat.
7. The leading r6le of the industrial urban proletariat
played throughout the revolution as the section of the toiling
masses which is most eoncentrated, united and enlightened and
most, hardened in the struggle manifested itself in the rise of
the Soviets as well as in the whole course of their evolution
into organs of power. Our Soviet constitution reflects this by
preserving certain advantages for the industrial proletariat as
compared with the more scattered petty-bourgeois masses in
the rural districLs.
While explaining the temporary nature of these advantages,
which are historically bound up with the difficulties attending
the organization of the rural districts on socialist lines, the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union must strive to secure the
steady and systematic utilization of this position by the industrial workers in order, in contrast to the narrow craft and narrow trade interests fostered by capitalism among the workers,
to unite more closely the advanced workers with the more
backward and scattered masses of the rural proletarians and
semi-proletarians and also the middle peasantry.*
+

In

1935

the Communist Party and the Soviet government, upon the

initiative of Stalin, deoided to introduce certain changes in the Soviet
constitution. Today, when, thanks to the rapid growth of the produc80
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8. It was only thanks to the Soviet organization of the

state
l,lrnt the proletarian revolution was able immediately to smash

nrrd radically destroy the old bourgeois bureaucratic and
jrrridical state apparatus. However, the inadequate cultural
krvcl of the broad masses, the lack of necessary experienee in
rrrlministrative affairs among the workers promoted by the
rlrtrsses to occupy responsible posts, the necessity hurriedly and
rrnder difficult conditions to enlist specialists of the old school
rnd to divert the most educated stratum of the urban workers
l,o military work have brought about a parbial revival of
Irrrreaucracy in the Soviet systcm.
While conducting a most determined strugglo against
bureaucracy, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union advocates the following measures for the complete elimination of
t,his evil:
1. The obligatory participation of every member of the
Soviet in definite work connected with the administration of
l,hc state.

2. Consecutive rotation in this work so that every member
is able to acquire experience in all branches of administration.
3. The entire toiling population to be gradually drawn into
l,he

work of state administration.

tive forces of the socialist country, the working class of the U.S.S.R. has
in numbers several times, when in the countryside collectiviaa-

increased
l,ion has

Luken the
when
t,hcre is n

tnd

t,ages

in the

election rights.

Its

influence and leading r6le

is to-day

nssured even without these advantages.
The Seventh All-Union Congress of the Soviets has therefore decided
to substitute equal, direct and secret elections for the unequal, indirect
rnd open elections. Thie change in the election system towards a still
wider democracy is far from signifying a weakening of the leading r6le

of the proletariat; it is, on the contrary, a sign of the growth and might
of the Soviet Union, of the further strengthening of the dictatorship of
the proletariat. The new election system will strengthen still further the
firm and direct contact between the state apparatus of the proletarian
dictatorship and the toiling masses, and thus guarantee aD. even greater
dcvelopment of Soviet democracy. (Cf. The New Sooiet Corutitutinn,

Proposed Draft.)-Ud,.
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plication of all these meas-

ur
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eP along the Path taken bY

lification of the functions of
raising of the cultural levol
the
with
together
administration,
the
abolition of state power'
lead
towards
of the toilers, will
Program and Rules ol th,e Commun'ist Partg ol the Souiet Uni'on'
of the Souiets as the State Form of the
Dictatorsh"iP ol the Proleta,rint

E. The Main Features

The Soviets are a new state apparatus, which, in the first
place, provides an armed force of workers and peasants; and
ihi. for." is not divorced from the people, as was the old
standing army, but is fused with the people in the closest possible fashion. From a military point of view, this force is incomparably more powerful than previous forces; from the
point of view of the revolution it cannot be replaced by anyihing else. Secondly, this apparatus provides a bond with the
masses, with the majority of the people, so intimate, so indissoluble, so readily controllable and renewable, that there
was nothing remotely like it in the previous state apparat'us'
Thirdly, this apparatus, by virtue of the fact that it is elected
and is subject to recall at the will of the people without any
bureaucratic formalities, is far more democratic than any previous apparatus. Fourthly, it provides a close contact with the
most diverse occupations, thus facilitating the adoption of the
most varied and most radical reforms without a bureaucracy.
Fifthly, it provides a form of organization of the vanguard,
i.e., of. the most class-conscious, most energetic and most pro-

opp
constitutes
thus
and
ants,
the vanguard of the opPre
gressive section of the

nd peasof which
cate and

Tead the gigantic rnasses of these classes which hitherto have
stood remote from political life and from history' Sixthly, it
provides the possibility of combining the advantages of parliamentarism with the advantages of immediate and direct'
democracy, i.e., of uniting in the persons of elected representa82
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l,ives of the people both legislative and erecutiue functions.
( )ornpared with bourgeois parliamentarism, this represents an
rrrlvance in the development of democracy which is of hisl,orical and world-wide significance.
. . . If the creative impulse of the revolutionary classes of
l,lrc people had not engendered the Soviets, the proletarian
rrvolution in Russia would have been a hopeless cause. For the
lrruletariat could certainly not have retained power with the
old state apparatus, while it is impossible to create a new
rrpparatus immediately.

V. f. Lenin, "Can the Bolsheviks Retain State Power?"
YI, pp. 263-2M.

Selected

Worlrs, Yol.

The consolidation and development of the Soviet power as
form of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the poor
pcasantry (semi-proletarians), was tested by experience, that
lrad sprung up in the course of the mass movement and the
rcvolutionary struggle.
This consolidation and development should consist in the
realization (on a broader, general and planned scale) of the
following tasks imposed by history upon this form of state
I)ower, this new type of state.
1. To unite and organize the toiling and exploited masses
oppressed by capitalism and these only, i.e., only workers and
poor peasants, semi-proletarians, while automatically excluding the exploiting classes and the rich representatives of the

t

petty-bourgeoisie

I

2. To unite the more active,

class-conscious section of the
train the entire

oppressed classes, their vanguard, which must

toiling population independently to take part in the management of the state, not theoret,ically but practically.
3. To abolish parliarnentarism (the separatibn of legislative from executive work) I to combine legislative and executive state work. To amalgamate administration and legislation.
4. To establish a closer connection between the masses and
the entire apparatus of the state power and state administration than prevailed under the old forms of democracy.
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5. To create an armed force of workers and peasants least
isolated from the people (soviets-armed workers and peasants). The organization of the arming of the whole people is
one of the first steps towards the complete realization of t'he
arming of the whole people.
6. To achieve more complete democracy by reducing formalities and offering greater facilities for election and recall'
7. To establish close (and direct) connection with the
trades and the industrial economic units (elections by factories, by local peasant and handicraft regions). This close
connection offers the possibility of effecting deep socialist
changes.

8.

if not entirely, included in the previous clauses)
possibility of removing bureaucracy, of managing with-the
out it, making a start with the realization of this possibility9. In questions of democracy, instead of formal recognition of the formal equality of the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, of the poor and the rich, to lay the greatest stress ou
giving practical effect to the enjoyment of freedom (democracy) by the toiling and exploited masses of the population.
10. To further the development of the soviet organization
of the state so that each member of the soviet along with his
participation in the meetings of the soviet undertakes constant
work of state administration, and then gradually to get the
whole population to participate in soviet organizations (provided they submit to the toilers' orgauizations) as well as to
underbake certain duties of state administration.
V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Russian edition, Vol. XXII, pp- 371'72.
(Parbly,

2. The Proletarian Nature of the Soviet State and the Substance of the Slogan'Workers' and Peasants' Government

Our state must not be confused, i'e., identified, with our
government. Our state is the organization of the class of proletarians as a state power, the purpose of which is to crush the
resistance of the exploiters, organize socialist economy, abolish
classes, and so on. Our government, however, is the upper part,

u

E
I
I

I
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of l,lrat state organization, the guiding part. The government
rrrrl.y make mistakes, it may commit blunders that may involvc the danger of a temporary collapse of the dictatorship
of l,he proletariat; but that would not mean that the prolellrliln dictatorship as the principle of the structure of the state
irr {,}re transition period is wrong or mistaken. It would only
nrcrun that the leadership is bad, that the policy of the leaderrlrip, the policy of the government, does not correspond with
l,lro dictatorship of the proletariat, that that policy must be
r:lranged to correspond with the demands of the dictatorship
of the proletariat. The state and the goverament are alike in
l,lrcir class nature, but the government is narrower in scope
rnd is not co-extensive with the state. They are organically
r:onnected with and dependent, on one another, but that does
not mean that they can be thrown into the same heap.
You see that the question of our state must not be confused
wilh the question of our government, just as the question of
{,[re class of proletarians must not be confused with the quesl,ion of the leadership of the proletarian class.
But still less permissible is it to confuse the question of the
class nature of our state and of our government with the quesl,ion of the day-to-day policy of our government. The class
rur,ture of our state and of our government is obvious-it is
proletarian. The aims of our state and of our government are
l,lso obvious-they are: to crush the resistance of the exploiters, to organize socialist economy, to abolish classes, and
so for0h. All this is perfectly clear. What then does the quesl,ion of the day-to-day policy of our government reduce itself
to? It reduces itself to the question of the ways and means by
which the class aims of the proletarian dictatorship may be
achieved in our peasant country. The proletarian state is
r)ccessary in order to crush the resistance of the exploiters, to
organize socialist, economy, abolish classes and so forth. Our
government, however, iu addition to all this, is necessary for
the purpose of indicating Lhe ways ard means (the day-to-day
policy), without which the achievement of these aims would
be impossible in our country where the proletariat represents
85
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the minority, where the peasantry represents the enormous
majority. What are these ways and means: what do they
reduce themselves to? Fundamentally, they reduce themselves
to the measures that are taken towards maintaining and
strengthenin g Lhe alliance between the workers and the basic
*u..". of the peasants, to maintaining and strengthening the
leading r6le in that alliance of the proletariat which is in

ernment's policy of strengthening this alliance, this bond con-

tinue? Obviously, as long as classes exist' and as long as a

government which is the expression of class society, which is
an expression of the dictatorship of the proletariat, exists' In
this connection it should be borne in mind that (a) we need
an alliance of the workers and the peasants, not in order to
preserve the peasantry as a class, but in order to transform
it and remold it in a manner corresponding to the interests of
the victory of socialist construction and (b) the Soviet govalliance is intended not
ernment's policy
to hasten the aboliem,
to perpetuate cla
right when he
bsolutely
tion of classes. L

wrote:
The supreme principle of the dictatorship is the preservation- of
the atliance between the proletariat and the peasantry, in order that
the proletarial may retain the leading r61e and state power'
(Cotticted, Works, Russian edition, Vol. XXVI, p. 460.)
There is no need to show that it is this thesis of Lenin's and
no other that is the guiding line of the day-to-day policy of
the Soviet government, that, the policy of the Soviet goYernment at the present stage of development, is essentially a policy of preserving and strengthening precisely such an alliance
between the workers and the basic masses of the peasants' It' is
in this sense, and in this sense alone, and not in the sense of
its class nature, that the Soviet government is a worhers' ond
86
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'Itr:rtsants' gouernment Not to recognize this is to deviate from
t,lro path of Leninism, to enter the path of rejecting the idea
o[ the bond, the idea of an alliance between the proletariat
rlrrrl the toiling masses of the peasantry. Not to recognize this
is to regard the bond &s a mere maneuver, and not as a genuirrc revolutionary matter; is to believe that we introduced
N.tr.P. merely for "agitational purposes," and not for the purlrose of socialist construction in conjunction with the basic
nlrrsses of the peasantry. Not to recognize this is to believe
l,lru,t the fwr,damentaZ interests of the basic masses of the
pcasantry cannot be satisfied by our revolution, that these
interests are irreconcilably contradictory to the interests of
t,he proletariat that we cannot and should not build socialism
in conjunction with the basic masses of the peasantry, that
Lcnin's cotiperative plan is unsound, and that the Mensheviks
rrnd their supporters are right and so forth. It is sufficient to
lrut these questions to understand how hollow and worthless
is the "agitational" approach to this cardinal question of the
bond. That is why I said in my Questions and Answers Lhal
l,he slogan of a workers' and peasants' government was not
"tlemagogy" and not an "agitational" maneuver, but that it
was an absolutely correct and revolutionary slogan.
Briefly: the question of the class nature of the state and of
l,he government, which determines the fundamental aims of the

development of our revolution, is one thing, and the question
of the day-to-day policy of the government, of the ways and
?Tteans of carrying out that policy in order to achieve those
aims, is another thing. These questions are, of course, interconnected. But that does not mean that they are identical,
that they can be thrown into one heap.
You see that the question of the class natllre of the state
and of the government must not be confused with the question
of the day-to-day policy of the government.
It might be said that there is a contradiction here: how can
c government that is proletarian in its class nature be called
a workers' and peasants' government? But the contradiction
is only an apparent one. Strictly speaking it is the same sorb
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ttcontradiction"
of
as some of our wiseacres profess to see
between Lenin's two formulas regarding the dictatorship of the
proletariat, the first of which states that the "dictatorship of
the proletariat is the power of a single class" (Collected
Warks, Russian edition, Yol. XXIY, p.398), while the second
states that "the dictatorship of the proletariat is a special,
lorm ol class alliance between the proletariat, the vanguard
of the toilers, and the numerous non-proletarian strata of toilers (petty bourgeoisie, small owners, peasantry, intellectuals,
etc." (Collected Worlcs, Russian edition, Vol. XXIV, p. 311).
Is there any contradiction between these two formulas? Of
course not. How then is the power of. a si,ngle class (the proletariat) achieved in a class alliance, let us say, with the basic
masses of the peasantry? By the proletariat ("the vanguard
of the toilers") which is in power and which is exercising
leadership in this alliance. The power of a single class, the
class of proletarians, exercised with the aid of an alliance
between the class and the basic mass of the peasantry in the
for:rr of state leadership over the latter, such is the fundamental idea of these two formulas. Where is the contradiction?
What is meant by the state leadership of the proletariat in
relation to the basic mass of the peasantry? Is it the same
sort of leadership that existed, for instance, in the period of
the bourgeois democratic revolution when we strove for the
dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry? No, it, is not
that sort of leadership. The state leadership of the proletariat
in relation to the peasantry is leadership exercised under the
dictatorship of the proletariat. The state leadership of the
proletariat means that (a) the bourgeoisie is already overthrown; (b) the proletariat is in power; (c) the proletariat
does not share power with other classes; and (d) the proletariat is building socialism and in this is leading the basic
masses of the peasantry. The leadership of the proletariat in
a bourgeois-democratic revolution and under the dictatorship
of the proletariat and the peasantry means, however, that (a)
capitalism remains as the basis; (b) the revolutionary-demo88
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r:ratic bourgeoisie is in power, and represents the predominant
force in the government; (c) the democratic bourgeoisie shares
I)ower with the proletariat; (d) the proletariat emancipates the
pcasantry from the influence of the bourgeois parbies, leads
Lhe peasantry ideologically and politically and prepares for the
sl,ruggle to overthrow capitalism. The difference, you will see,
is a fundamental one.
The same must be said in regard to the question of the
workers' and peasants' government. What is there contradictory in the fact that the proletarian nature of our government, and the socialist tasks that follow therefrom, not only
do not prevent it frorn pursuing, but on the contrary compel
it, necessarily compel it, to pursue a policy of maintaining
ond strengthening the alliance of the workers and peasants as
the most important means of achieving the socialist class tasks
of the proletarian dictatorship in our peasant country, and
that this government is consequently called a workers' and
peasants' government? Is it not obvious that Lenin was right
when he carried out the slogan of a workers' and peasants'
government and when he qualified our government as a workers' and peasants' government?
Generally it must be said that "the system of the dictatorship of the proletariat," with the aid of which the power of a
single class, the power of the proletariat, is exercised in our
country, is a rather complicated one. I know that this is not
to the taste of cer[ain comrades, they do not like it. I know
that on "the principle of the least expenditure of enetgy" some
of them would have preferred a simpler and easier system. But
what can one do? Firstly, you have got to accept Leninism as
it is (Leninism must not be simplified and vulgarized); secondly, history teaches us that the simplest and easiest "theories" are not always the most correct by a long way.
In your letter you complain that:
The sin of all the comrades who deal with this question is that
they either speak only of the government, ot only of the state, and
consequently, do not give a final answer and entirely fail to explain
what relation should exist between these concepts.
gg
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I admit that certain of our leading cosrrades are indeed guilty
of this ('sin," especially if we bear in mind that, certain not
very diligent "readexs" will not themselves make a careful
study of the works of Lenin, but demand that every phrase
be thoroughly masticated for them. But what can one do?
Firstly, our leading comrades are too busy, too overburdened
with current work and therefore cannot find time to make an
exposition of Leninism point by point as one might say; secondly, something must be left for the "readers," who, after all,
ought to pass from merely perusing the works of Lenin, to a
serious studE of Leninism. And it must be said that unless the
"readers" really make a serious study of Leninism, complaints
like yours and "misunderstandings" are always bound to arise.
Take, for instance, the question of our state. It, is obvious
that in its class nature, its program, its fundamental aims, its
actions, and deeds, our state is a proletarian state, a workers'
state, with certain "bureaucratic distortions," it is true. You
will remember the deflnition given by Lenin:

A

workers' state

is an abstraction. In actual fact we have

a

workers' state, firstly, with the peculia,rity that it is not the working
class population but the peasant population that is predominant in
the country and that, secondly, it is a workers' state with bureaucratic distortions. (Collected, Works, Russian edition, Vol. XXVI,
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icy of the Soviet government must be directed towards
nl,rengthening this bond. Take, for instance, Yol. XXII, p. 174,
Vol. XXV, pp.50,80; VoI. XXVI, pp.40, 67,207,216 and
Vol. XXVII,p.47.* In all these as well as in several other of
lris works, Lenin describes our state as being a "u)orlterst and
pcasants"' state. But it would be strange indeed not to undersband that in all such cases Lenin did not intend to describe
l,he class nature of our state, but to define the policy of
shrengthening the bond that follows from the proletarian nai,ure and socialist tasks of our state under the conditions prevailing in our peasant country. Only in this conditional and
limited sense, and onlg in that sense, can one speak of a
"workers'and peasants'" state, as Lenin does in the indicated
passages in his works. Regarding the class nature of our state,
Lenin, as I have already mentioned, gives a most precise formula, permitting of no misinterpretation, namely, a workers'
state with bureaucratic distortions in a country with a predominantly peasant population.
Joseph Stalin, Leni,nism, Yol.

I, pp. 324-330.

3. The Bureaucratic Distortions in the Proletarian State, the

p. 91,)

Roots of Bureaucracy and the Fight Against Bureaucracy

Only Mensheviks, Socialist-Revolutionaries and certain of
our oppositionists can doubt this. Lenin repeatedly explained
that our state is the state of the proletarian dictatorship and
the proletarian dictatorship is the power of a single class, the
power of the proletariat. All this has long been known. Nevertheless, not a few t'readers" have complained, and still complain that Lenin sometimes called our state a "wotkers' and
peasants"' state, although it is not difficult to understand that
Lenin had in mind not the deflnition of the class nature of our
state, still less the denial of the proletarian nature of that
state; but that the proletarian nature of the Soviet state leads
to the necessity for a bond between the proletariat and the
basic masses of the peasantry and that, consequently, the pol-

In

90

conclusion

I will only say a few words on the question

of flghting bureaucracy which occupied so much of our time.
In the summer of last year, this question was raised at the
Central Committee, in August the Central Committee raised
it in a circular letter to the organizations, in September it was
raised at the Party Conference and finally at the December
Congress of the Soviets the question was raised on a broader
scale. There is no denying the existence of the bureaucratic
plaguel this has been recognized and a real fight against this
plague is necessary. True, in sorne of the platforms at the
discussion which we harre witnessed, this question was raised,
at best in a flippant manner, but very often it was examined
* Russian

editions.-Zd.
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petty-bourgeois
point of view. . . . We must understand
from a
that the flght against bureaueracy is an absolutely necessary
fight and as complicated as the task of the fight against the
petty-bourgeois elements. In our state organization bureaucracy has become a sore to an extent that even our Party program deals with it and thab is because bureaucracy is
associated with those petty-bourgeois elements and their lack
of cohesion. These diseases can be cured only by the unity of
the toilers who should not, merely welcome the decrees of the
'W'orkers'
and Peasants' Inspection-have we not enough decrees which are welcomed-but should also exercise their right
through the Workers' and Peasants' Inspection, which so far
they fail to do not only in the villages, but even in the towns
and the capitals! Yery often people fail to exercise this right
even where the cry against bureaucracy is the loudest. This
matter should receive great attention.
Y. I. Lenin, Collected Worlrs, Russian edition, Yol. XXVI, pp.

t,inctly and more formidably. What are the economic roots of
lrrrrcaucracy? They are mainly of a two-fold nature: On the
orrc hand a developed bourgeoisie is in need of a bureaucratic
rrrnchine, in the first place of a military, judicial machine and
ur forth, precisely directed against the revolutionary moverrrcnt, of the workers (partly also of the peasants). In our
r:rlsc this does not apply. Our courts are class courts against
l,lrc bourgeoisie. Our army is a class army against the bourgcoisie. There is no bureaucracy in the army but in the insti-

l,rrtions serving

it. In

our country the economic root of

lrrrreaucracy is a different one-it is the isolation of the small
lrloducer, his poverty, his lack of culture, the absence of roads,
illiteracy, the absence of. commodity circulation. between agricrrlture and industry, the absence of connection and interruction between them.

V. I. Lenin,

Coll,ected, Works, Russian edition, Yol.

XXYI, pp.

B:]g-

:t40.
219-20.

Take the question of bureaucracy, look at it from the eco:
nomic aspect. On May 5, 1918, bureaucracy was not in the
field of our vision. After six months of the October Revolution, after we had destroyed the old bureaucratic machine
root and branch, this evil was not felt by us yet.
Another year passes. At the Eighth Congress of the Russian
Communist Party, March 18-23, 1919, a new program is
adopted by the Party in which, without fearing to admit the
evil, we openly speak about "The partial recrudescence of
bureaucracy in the Soviet system," actuated by the desire of
disclosing, exposing and pillorying it, the desire of mobilizing
the mind, will, and energy for action in the fight against this
evil.
T\vo more yesrs pass. In the spring of 1921, after the Eighth
Congress of the Soviets, which (in December 1920) discussed
the question of bureaucracy and after the Tenth Congress of
the Russian Communist, Pariy (March 1921) which summed
up the disputes closely connected with the analysis of bureaucracy, this evil rises before us more clearly, more diso.)
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The danger of bureaucracy lies first of all in the fact that
holds back the colossal reserves concealed in the bosom of
our social system, not allowing them to be utilized: it tries to
rmllify the creative initiative of the masses, binds them hand
rnd foot with red tape and aims at reducing eyery new undertnking of the Party into a petty and insignificant business.
I'he danger of bureaucracy lies, secondly, in the fact that it
cannot tolerate having the execution of orders uerified and
sbrives to transform the principal directions of the leading
Ircdies into a mere sheet of paper divorced from real life.
l'he danger is represented, not only and not so much by the
old bureaucratic derelicts in our institutions, as particularly
by the new bureaucrats, the Soviet, bureaucrats, amongst
whom "Communist" bureaucrats play a far from insignificant
r'61e. I have in mind those "Communists" who try to replace
the creative initiative and independent activity of the millions
of the working class and peasantry by office instructions and
"decrees," in the virtue of which they believe as a fetish.
The task is to smash bureaucracy in our institutions and

it
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organizations, to liquidate bureaucratic "habits" and "customs," and clear the road for the utilization of the reserves of
our social order, for the development of the creative initiative
and independent activity of the masses.
It is no easy task. It cannot be settled in the twinkling of
a,n eye. But it has to be settled at all costs, if we really want,
to transform our country on socialist lines.
In its struggle against bureaucracy, the Party works in four
directions: in the direction of the development, of seltcriticism, in the direction of organiz'ing the uerifi,cation of the
erecution ol orders, in the direction of cleansing lhe apparatus,
and, finally, in the direction of promoting to the state appara-

tus devoted members of the working class from below.
Our task is to concentrate all our forces upon carrying out
these measures.
Jaseph Stalin, Leni.nism, Vol.

II, pp. 312-313.

4. The System of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat
R6le of the Party in

A.
I

Staliru

It

and the

on the "Mechanism" ol the Dictatorship ol the
Proletariat

spoke above about the dictatorship of the proletariat from
point
of view of its historical inevitability, from the point
the
of view of its class content, from the point of view of its state
nature, and, flnally, from the point of view of its destructive
and creative tasks which are performed throughout an entire
historical period described as the period of transition from
capitalism to socialism.
Now we must consider the dictatorship of the proletariat
from the point of view of its structure, of its "mechanism," of
the r6le and signiflcance of the "belts," the "levers," and the
"directing force," the totality of which comprise "the system
of the dictatorship of the proletariat" (Lenin), and with the
help of which the daily work of the dictatorship of the proletariat ic accomplished.
94
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What are these "belts" or "levers" in the system of the
proletariat? What is the "directing force"?
'licl,rr,torship of the
\VIry are they needed?
'llhe levers or the belts are those very mass organizations of
llrc proletariat without whose aid the dictatorship cannot be
rcnlized.

'fhe directing force is the advanced detachment of the prokrl,l,riat, its vanguard, which constitutes the main guiding force

oi

1;he dictatorship of the proletariat.
The proletariat needs these belts, these levers, and this
rlilccting force, because rvithout them it would be, in its
irl,r'uggle for victory, like a weaponless army in face of or-

llrnized and armed capital. It needs these organizations bewithout them it would suffer inevitable defeat in its
light for the overthrow of the bourgeoisie, for the oonsolidal,ion of its own power and for the building of socialism. The
rystematic help of these organizations and the directing force
ol' the vanguard are indispensable, because without them the
,lictatorship of the proletariat could not be to any degree
rlrrrable and firm.
What are these organizations?
Itirst of. all there are the workers' trade unions, with their
rrrr,tional and local ramiflcations in the shape of a whole series
rrl production, cultural, educational and other organizations.
'l'lrese unite the workers of all trades. They are not Party
olganizations. The trade unions can be termed the allr,rnbracing organization of the working class which holds
lrower in our country. They constitute a school of Comrrrunism. They promote from their midst the best people to
curry out leading work in all branches of administration.
'lhey form the link betN,een the advanced and the backward
r,lcments in the ranks of the working class. They unite the
r)asses of the workers with their vanguard.
Secorudly, we have lhe souiets and their numerous central
rnd local ramifications in the shape of administrative, busirrcss, military, cultural and other state organizations, together
with innumerable voluntary mass organizations of the toilers

rruuse
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which group themselves about the first-mentioned otganizations and connect them with the general population. The
soviets are m&ss organizations of all the toilers of town and
country. They are not Party organizations. The soviets are
the direct expression of the dictatorship of the proletariat. All
and sundry measures for the strengthening of the dictatorship
and for the building of socialism are carried out through the
soviets. Through them, the political leadership of the peasantry by the proletariat is realized. The soviets unite the vast
toiling masses with the proletarian vanguard'
Thirdly, we have codperatiue societies of all kinds, with all
their ramifications. These &re mass organizations of toilers,
not Party organizations, in which the toilers are united, primarily as consumers, but also in the course of time as pro-

ducers (agricultural coiiperation). Cotiperative

societies

assume special signifi.cance after the consolidation of the dictatorship of the proletariat, during the period of widespread
construction. They facilitate the contact, between the proletarian vanguard and the peasant m&sses, and create the possibility of drawing the latter into the channel of socialist

constmction.
Fourthlg, there is lhe Young Communist League. This is a
mass organizatr,ion of the young workers and peasants, is not
a Pariy organization, but it is in close touch with the Party.
Its task is to help the Party to educate the younger generation in the spirit of socialism. It provides young reserves for
all the other mass organizations of the proletariat in all
branches of administration. The Young Communist League
acquired special signifi.cance after the consolidation of the

dictatorship of the proletariat, when widespread cultural and
educational work was undertaken by the proletariat.
Lastlg, there is the PartE of the proletariat, its vanguard.
The Party's strength lies in the fact that it draws into its
ranks all the best elements of the proletariat out of all the
mass organizations of the proletariat. Its function is Lo combine lhe work of all the mass organizations of the proletariat,
without exception, and to guide their activities towards a
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rrirrglc goal, that of the emancipation of the proletariat. And
rl, iu absolutely essential to unite and guide them towards one
y,.o:rl, for otherwise the unity of the struggle of the proletariat
rrrrrl the leadership of the proletarian m&sses in their fight
for power and for the building of socialism is impossible. Only
llrc vanguard of the proletariat, its party, is capable of comlrirring and directing the work of the mass organizations of
l.lrrr proletariat. Only the party of the proletariat, only the
;,rr,r'l,y of the Communists, is capable of fulfilling this r6le of
r,lricf leader in the system of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

Why is this?
. . . because, in the first place, it is the common meeting ground of
llrc best elements in the working class that have direct connections
wil,lr the non-Party organizations of the proletariat and very fre,1rrr:ntly lead them; because, secondly, the Party, as the meeting
grorrnd of the best members of the working class, is the best school
lirr training leaders of the working class, capable of directing every
forrn of organization of their class; because, thirdly, the Party, as
llrc best school for training leaders of the working class, is, by
rc:rson of its experience and authority, the only organization capable
ol'ccntralizing the leadership of the struggle of the proletariat, and
rrr l,his way of transforming each and every non-Party organization

o[ the working class into an auxiliary body, a transrnission
lirrking it with the class. (J. Stalin, Leninism, Yol. I, p. 94.)

belt

The Party is the main guiding force within the system of
llrc dictatorship of the proletariat. As Lenin puts it, "the
l'rrrty is the highest forrn of the class organization of the
1

rroletariat."
To sum up: the trade unions, as the mass organization of

l,lrc proletariat,

linking the Party with the class primarily in
l,lrc sphere of production; the souiets, as the mass organizal,ions of all toilers, linking the Party with these latter, prirrrrrrily in the sphere of the state; the codperatiue societies as
rnrrss organizations, mainly of the peasants, linking up the
l'lrty with the peasant masses, primarily in the economic
licld, and serving to draw the peasantry into the work of sociglist construction; Lhe Yowng Cornmunist League, as the
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mass organization of the young workers and peasants, whose
mission is to help the proletarian vanguard in the socialist
education of the new generation and in training young
reserves; and, flnally, the Party, as the main directing force
within the system of the dictatorship of the proletariat, whose
mission it is to lead all these above-mentioned mass organizations-such, in broad outline, is the picture of the "mechanism" of the dictatorship, the picture of the "system of the
dictatorship of the proletariat."
Without the Parby as the main leading force, a dictatorship
of the proletariat at all durable and film is impossible.
Thus, in the words of Lenin:
. . . on the whole, we have a formally non-Communist, flexible,
relatively wide and very porverful proletarian apparatus by means
of which the Party is closely linked up with the class and wth the
flLasses, and by means of which, under the leadership of the Party,
the dictatorship oJ the class is realized. ("Left-Wing" Communism:
An I nJ antile Disorder.)

Of course, this does not mean that the Party can or should
become a substitute for the trade unions, the soviets aud the
other mass organizations. The Parly realizes the dictatorship
of the proletariat. It does, so, however, not directly, but with
the help of the trade unions, and through the soviets and their
ramifications. Without these "belts," anything like a firm
dictatorship would be impossible.
The d-ictatorship cannot be realized (says Lenin) without several

"belts" stretching from the vanguard to the mass of the

to the

advanced

mass

vanguard of

rship of the
the trade un

realized, the functions of the state could not be ful-filled. They have
to be fulfllled through a series of special institutions which are likewise of a new type, namely througlt, (My italics.-"I. S.) the Soviet
apparatus. (Coltected' Works, Russian edition, Vol. XXYI, pp.
64-65.)

Joseph Stalin, Leninism,
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ll.

'l'he Rdle o! the Commumist Party under the Dictatorship

ol the Proletariat.
It. The old "classical" division of the labor movement aclorrling to the three forms (pariy, trade unions, and cooprrnltives) is obviously out of date. The proletarian revolul,iorr in Russia has brought to the frout the soaiets-the main
lorrrr of the workers' dictatorship. In the near future there
rvill be a new classification everywhere, namely: (1): the
l'rr,r'ly; (2) the Soviets and (3) the industrial unions. Ifowcvrrr, the Party of the proletarial, i.e., the Communist Party,
rrrrrsb systematically and invariably guide the work in the
rrovicts, as well as the work'in the revolutionized industrial
rrrrions. The Communist, Party, the organized vanguard of
l,lrc working class, must in an equal measure guide the ecorrorr)ic, political and the cultural educational struggle of the
wolking class as a whole. The Communist Party must be the
rrorrl of the industrial unions as well as of the soviets of
rvorkers' deputies and of all the other proletarian organizal,ions.

'fhe emergence of the soviets as the main historically given
lolrn of such dictatorship of the proletariat in no way diminishcs the leading rdle of the Communist Party in the prolelrrrian revolution. The declaration of the German "Left" Comrrrrrnists (see the appeal of their Party of April 14, 192A,
rrrltlressed to the German proletariat over the signature of
"'l'he Communist Labor Party of Germany") to the effect
llrrr,t "the ParLy too must ever more and more adapt itself
l,o the Soviet idea and assume a proletarian shsr'asls1"",l,ass auch die Partei sich immer mehr dem Rategedanken
rntpasst und proletarischen Charalder onruimmt" (Kommunislische Arbeiterzeitgung No. 54), is a confused expression of
t,lrc idea that the Communist Party must dissolve itself in the
Soviets and that the Soviets can replace the Communist Party.
This idea is fundamentally wrong and reactionary. There
wl,s a whole period in the history of the Russian Revolution
whcn the Soviets fought against the proletarian party and
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supported the policy of the agents of the bourgeoisie. The
same was to be observed also in Germany, and may happen

in other

countries too.
On the contrary, in order that the Soviets may achieve their
historical mission it, is necessary that the Communist Party
should be so strong as to be able not merely to "adapt itself"
to the soviets but to exercise a decisiue influence upon their
policy, to compel them to give up "adapting themselves" to
the bourgeoisie and the White social democracy, and through
the Communist fractions in the Soviets to get the latter to
follow the Communist Parby.
Those who propose that the Communist ParLy should
"adapt iLself" to the soviets, those who in such an adaptation
see the strengthening of the "proletarian character" of the
Party, are doing an ill service to the Party as well as to the
soviets and understand neither the importance of the Party
nor that of the soviets. The stronger the Communist Party
created by us in each country the sooner will the "Soviet
idea" triumph. The "Soviet idea" is now recognized verbally
also by many "independent" socialists and even right socialists. Ilowever, only the existence of a strong Communist Party
capable of determiruing the policy of the soviets and leading
them, will prevent the distorbion of the soviet idea by these
elements.

9. The Communist Party is necessary to the working class
not only belore the seizure of power and not only dnring Lhe
seizure of power but also after the power had passed into the
hands of the working class. The history of the Russian Communist Party, which has been in power for three years in a
huge country, shows that the r6le of the Communist Parby
after the seizure of power by the working class, had not only
not diminished, but on the contrary has exceedingly increased.
10. On the morrow of the seizure of power by the proletariat, iis Party still remains as heretofore only a section of
the working class. But it is precisely the section of the working class that organized victory. As we saw in Russia in the
course of two decades, and in Germany in the course of a
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rrrrnrbcr of years, the Communist Party in the struggle not
orrly against the bourgeoisie but also against those "socialists"
wlro are the conductors of bourgeois influence upon the prolr,l,rr,r'iat has absorbed in its ranks the most staunch, farrriglrbcd and most advanced fighters

of the working class. Only

a solid organization of the best section of
llrc working class is it possible to overcome all the difficulties
c.rrfronting the workers' dictatorship on the moffow of vicl,ory. The organization of a new, proletarian Red Army, the
rLcl,tral destruction of the bourgeois state machine and its relrlrr,ccment with the embryo of a new proletarian state appartl,rrs, the fight against the narrow trade aspirations of
provided there is

inriividual groups of workers, the fight against local and terril,orinl "patriotism," the laying out of new paths in the sphere
ol creating a new labor discipline-in all these spheres the
wrrrd of lhe Ttartg of the Communists, whose members by
l,lrcir living example lead the majority of the working class
is rlecisive.
11. The need for the political party of the proletariat disr,l)[)ears only with the complete abo]ition of classes. It is posrilrlc that on the road to this final victory of Communism, the
rrrlrr,tive importance of the three main proletarian organizal,ions of to-day (the party, the soviets and the industrial
rrnions) will change and that gradually only one type of labor
organization will crystallize itself. However, the Communist
l'rrrty will cornpletely dissolve in the working class only when
( )ommunism ceases to be the object of struggle and the entire
working class turns Communist.
"On the R6le of the Communist Party in the Proletarian Revolution."
lir:solution o! the Second Congress ol the Comrnunist Internati,onal.

O. The Fight Against the Trotshyist ldentification of

the

Dictatorship ol the Proletariat with the Dictatorship of the Party
t,o

The dictatorship of the proletariat must not be contrasted
the leadership ("dictatorship") of the Party, if eorrect intcr101
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relationships exist between the Party and the working class,
between the vanguard and the working masses. But what follows from this is that it is all the more impermissible to
identify the Party with the working class, the leadership ("dictatorship") of the Party with the dictatorship of the working
class. From the circumstance lhat the "dictatorship" of the
Party must not be set up in contrast to the dictatorship of the
proletariat, Comrade Sorin came to the incorrect conclusion
thaL "the dictaturship of the yroletarint is the dictatorship ol
our Party." But Lenin speaks not only of the impermissibility
of making such a contrast; he also speaks of the imperrnissibility of contrasting the "dictatorship of the masses" to the
"dictatorship of the leaders." Ort, that bosis, ought we not to
identify the dictatorship of the leaders with the dictatorship
of the proletariat? If we took that road, we would have to say
that the "dictatorsh'ip of the proletariat is the dictatorship ol
our leaders." But, properly speaking, it is precisely to this
absurdity that the policy of identifying the "dictatorship" of
the Party with the dictatorship of the proletariat leads.. . .
Where does Comrade Zinoviev stand on this subject?
Comrade Zinoviev, at bottom, shares Comrade Sorin's point
of view of identifying the "dictatorship" of the Party with the
dictatorship of the proletariat, with this difference, however,
that Comrade Sorin expresses himself more openly and clearly,
whereas Comrade Zinoviev "wriggles." It is sufficient to take,
say, the following passage in Comrade Zinoviev's book,
Leninism, to be convinced of this.

,I'IIE DICTATORSHIP AS A NEW TYPE
OF STATE
That there is no contradiction between the one and the other
is, of course, correct, if by dictatorship of the Party in relation
l,o the working class as a whole we mean the leadership of
l,lrc Party. But how is it possible, on this bosz's, to place a sign
of cquality between the dictatorship of the proletariat and
l,hc "dictatorship" of the Parby? Between the Soviet system
rrnd the dictatorship of the Parby? Lenin identifled the Soviet
r.ystem with the dictatorship of the proletariat, and he was
right, for the soviets, our souiets, are organizations which rally
l,hc toiling masses around the proletariat under the leadership
o[ the Party. But when, where, and in which of his writings,
rlid Lenin place a sign of equality between the "dictatorship,,
of the Party and the dictatorship of the proletariat, between
l,he "dictatorship" of the Pa.ty and the Soviet system, as
(lomrade Zinoviev does now? Neither the leadership (,,dicl,atorship") of the Parby, nor the leadership (,'dictatorship,,)
of the leaders contradicts the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Ought we not, on that bosfs, proclaim that our country is the
country of the dictatorship of the proletariat, that is to say,
t,he country of the dictatorship of the Party, that is to say,
l,lie country of the dictatorship of the leaders? It is precisely
Lo this absurdity that we are led by the "principle,, of identifying the "dictatorship" of the Parly with the dictatorship of the
proletariat that Comrade Zinoviev so stealthily and timidly
l,dvocated.

U.S.S.R. from the standpoint of

In Lenin's numerous works, I have been able to note only
[ive cases in which he cursorily touches on the question of the
dictatorship of the Parby.
The first case is in his dispute with the Socialist-Revolutionaries and the Mensheviks, where he states:

created by the October Revolution? The Soviet system. The one does

When we are reproached with having the dictatorship of one
party, and, as you have heard, a proposal is made to establish a
rrnited socialist front, we reply: "Yes, the dictatorship of one party!
We stand by it, and cannot depart from it, for it is the Party which,
in the course of decades, has rvon the position of vanguard of the

370-7t.)

whole factory and industrial proletariat." (Collected, Works, Russian
cdition, Vol. XXIV, p.423.)

What (says Comrade Zinoviev) is the prevailing system in the
its class content? It is the dictatorship of the proletariat. lVhat is the direct mainspring of power in
the U.S.S.R.?'Who gives effect to the power of the working class?
The Cornmunist Party! In this sense, we have the dictatorship ol
the Party. (My italics.-,I. S.) What is the juridical form of power
in the U.S.S.R.? What is the new type of state system that was
not in the least contradict the other. (G. Zinoviev, Lenrntsm, pp.
702
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The second case is inLhe Letter to the Workers ond Peasonts
on the Victory ouer Kolchalc.

(i.e., the iron rule) of the landlords and capitalists, or else the dictatorship of the working class. (Ibfd., p. a36.)

The third case is in Lenin's speech at the Second Congress
of the Communist International in his controversy with
Tanner. I have quoted it above.
The fourth case comprises several lines in "LeJt-W'ing"
Commuraism: An Inlantile Disorder. The passage in question
has already been quoted above.
And the fifth case is in his draft scheme of the dictatorship
of the proletariat, published in the Lenin Miscellany, Volume
III, where there is a sub-heading "Dictatorship of One Party."
(See Leruin Miscellang, Russian edition, Vol. III, p. a97.)
It should be noted that in two cases out of the flve, the
second and the fifth, Lenin has the words "dictatorship of one
party" in quotation marks, thus clearly emphasizing the inexact, flgurative sense of this formula.
It should also be pointed out, that in euerg one of Lhese
cases when Lenin speaks of the "dietatorship of the Party"
'in relation, to the working class, he means not dictatorship in
the actual sense of the tern ("power based on violence") but
the leadership of the Party.
It is characteristic that in none of his works, major or
secondary, where Lenin discusses or merely alludes to the dictatorship of the proletariat and the function of the Party in
the system of the dictatorship of the proletariat, is there any
hint whatever that "the dictatorship of the proletariat is the
dictatorship of our Party." On the contrary, every page, every
line of these works cries out against such a formulation. (See
State and Reuolution, The Proletqri,an Reuolution and Rene104
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gorle Kautshy, "Left-Wing" Communism: An Inlantile Dtsttrder, etc.)
Even more characteristic is the fact that in the theses of the
Sccond Congress of the Communist International concerning
lJrc r6le of a political party, theses worked out under the
rlirect guidance of Lenin, which he repeatedly referred to in
lris speeches as a model of the correct fornulation of the r6le
rr,nd tasks of the Party, we do not find one word, literally
n,ot one word,, about the dictatorship of the Parby.
What does all this mean?
It means that:
a. Lenin did not regard the formula "the dictatorship of
l,he Party" as being irreproachable and exact, for which reason
it, is very rarely used in Lenin's works, and is sometimes put
in quotation marks.
b. On the few occasions that Lenin was obliged, in conl,roversy with opponents, to speak of the dictatorship of the
l)arty, he usually referred to the "dictatorship of one partyj'
'i,.c., to the fact that our Par[y holds power alone, that it
rlocs not shore power with other parbies. Moreover, he always
rnade it clear that the dictatorship of the Parby, in relation to
l,lrc woilc'ing closs meant the leadership of the Party, its leading r6le.

' c. In all

those cases (and there are thousands) in which
Lcnin found it necessary to give a scientific definition of the
r'Ole of the Parby in the system of the dictatorship of the
lrroletariat, he spoke exclusiuely of the leading r6le of the
pnrty in relation to the working class.
d. That is why it ('never occurred" to Lenin to include the
formula "dictatorship of the Party" in the fundamental resolul,ion on the r6le of the Party (I have in mind the resolution
rdopted at the Second Congress of the Communist Internalional).
c. Those comrades who identify or try to identify the
"dictatorship" of the Parby and, consequently, the "dictatorship of the leaders," with the dictatorship of the proletariat
rrre wrong from the point of view of Leninism, and are
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politically shortsighted, for they thereby violate the conditions
of the correct relations between the vanguard and the class.
Needless to say, the formula "dictatorship of the Parby,"
when taken without the above-mentioned qualifications, can
create a whole series of perils and political defects in our
practical work. When this formula is employed without qualification, it is as though the word is given:
a. To the non-Party nxasses: Don't dare to contradict, don't
argue, for the ParLy can do everything, for we have the dictatorship of the Party.
b. To the Partg cadres.' Act more resolutely; tighten the
screw; and there is no need to heed what the non-Party rrasses
say; we have the dictatorship of the Party.
c. To the Party leaders.' You can enjoy the Iuxury of a
certain amount of self-complacencel you can even give yourselves a few airs, if you like; for we have the dictatorship of
the Party, and of course that "means" the dictatorship of the

'I'IIE DICTATORSIIIP AS A NEW TYPE OF STATE
"Properly erpress that wfuich the people apyreciate"-lhis
is precisely the necessary condition that insures for the Party
l,ho honorable r6le of the main guiding force in the system of
l,lrc dictatorship of the proletariat.
Joseph Stalin, Leni,ruism, Vol. I, pp. 292-96.

leaders.

It

is quite opportune to recall these dangers precisely at the
present moment when the political activity of the masses is
on the upgrade; when the readiness of the Pariy to pay close
attention to the voice of the masses is of particular value;

when sensitiveness to the demands of the masses is a basic
precept of our Par|y; when the Party is called upon to display
political caution and particular flexibility in its policy, when
the danger of becoming conceited is one of the most serious
dangers confronting the Party in its task of correctly leading
the masses.
One cannot but recall Lenin's golden words uttered at the
Eleventh Congress of our PartY:

pieces. (V.

I.

Lenin, Collected Works, Russian edition, Vol.

XXV[,

p. 256.)
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POWER OF' THE PROLETARIAT IN ORDER TO
PREPARE THE CONDITIONS FOR THE
WITHERING AWAY OT'THE STATE

STRENGTHENING TO THE UTMOST THE STATE POWER

IV.

1. Historical

Pre-Conditions for the Withering Away of the
State

Engels' words regarding the "withering away" of the state
are so widely known, they are so often quoted, and they reveal
the significance of the customary painting of Marxism to
look like opportunism so clearly that we must deal with them
in detail. We shall quote the whole passage from which they
are taken.

another, and then ceases of itself. The government of persons
rn rcplaced by the administration of things and the direction <lf the
l)rocess of production. The state is not "abolished," it uithers auay.

rr,l'l,cr

I

ll, is from this standpoint that we must appraise the phrase "free
gxrople's state"-both its justification at times for agitational purlroscs, and its ultimate scientific inadequacy-and also the demand
rrl'the so-called anarchists that the state should be abolished overrriglrt.*

Tt may be said without fear of error that of this argument
of Engels', which is so singularly rich in ideas, only one point
lrrs become an integral part of socialist thought among modera
Socialist Parties, namely, that, according to Marx the state
"withers &way"-s* distinct from the anarchist doctrine of
l,lrc "abolition of the state." To emasculate Marxism in such
lr manner is to reduce it to opportunism, for such an t'interlrrctation" only leaves the hazy conception of a slow, even,
grndual change, of absence of leaps and storms, of absence of
rcvolution. The current, widespread, mass, if one may say so,
conception of the "withering away" of the state undoubtedly
nrcans the slurring over, if not the negation, of revolution.
Such an "interpretation" is the crudest, distortion of
Mar:rism, advantageous only to the bourgeoisie; in point of
l,lrcory, it is based on a disregard for the most important circrrrnstances and considerations pointed out, s&yr in the
"iummary" of Engels' argument we have just quoted in full.
In the flrst place, Engels at the very outset of his argument
srr,ys that, in assuming state power, the proletariat by that
"puts an end to the state. .. as the state." It is not "good
I'orm" to ponder over what this means. Generally, it is either
ignored altogether, or it is considered to be a piece of
"Hegelian weakness" on Engels' part. As a matter of fact,
Irowever, these words briefly express the experience of one of
l,[rc great proletarian revolutions, the Paris Commune of 187L,
of which we shall speak in greater detail in its proper place.
As a matter of fact, Engels speaks here of the abolition of
l,lrc bou,rgeois state by the proletarian revolution, while the
* Frederick Engels, Herr Eugen Dilhrin,g's Reuolution in Science
(Anti-Dilhring), London and New York,

1935,

pp.3l4-15.-Ed.
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words about its withering away refer to the remnants of the
proletarian shale alter the socialist revolution. According to
bngels the bourgeois state does not "wither au)aa"' but is "put
a., end to" by the proletariat in the course of the revolution'
what withers away after the revolution is the proletarian
state or semi-state.
Secondly, the state is a "special repressive fotce'" Engels
gives his splendid and extremely profound definition here with

complete lucidity. And from it follows that the "special rep.".rir" force" for the suppression of the proletariat by the
Lourgeoisie, for the suppression of the millions of toilers by a
handlul of the rich, must be superseded by a "speeial repressive force" for the suppression of the klourgeoisie by the
proletariat (the dictatorship of the proletariat) ' This is precisely what is meant by putting an end to "the state as a
state." This is precisely the "act" of taking possession of the
me&ns of production in the name of society' And it is obvious
that such a substitution of one (proletarian) "special repressive force" for another (bourgeois) "special repressive
force" cannot possibly take place in the form of "withering
awa;tr."

V, I. Lenin, The

SLaLe and,

Reooluti'on, pp' 2L24'

Marx explains this question most thoroughly in his Critique
o! the Gotha Program (letter to Bracke, May 5, 1875, printed
only in 1891 in !,he Neue Zeit,IX'I, and in a special Russian
edition.) The polemical part of this remarkable work, consisting of a criticism of Lassalleanism, has, so to speak, oYershadowed its positive part, namely, the analysis of the
connection between the development of Communism and the
withering away of the state.
From a superficial comparison of Marx's letter to Bracke
(May 5, 1875) with Engels' letter to Bebel (March 28, 1875),
which we examined above, it might appear that Marx was
much more "pro-state" than Engels, and that the difference of
opinion between the two writers on the question of the state
was very considerable.
110
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I4ngels suggested to Bebel that all the chatter about the
rl,rt,c be thrown overboardl that the word "state" be elimirrrr,l,cd from the program and the wotd "community" substituted
l'or it. Engels even declared that the Commune was really no

a state in the proper sense of the word, while Marx
ttfuture state in Communist society," i.e., apparrgrrrke of the
r,rrlJy he recognized the need for a state even under Comkrnger

rrrunism.

But such a view would be fundamentally wrong" A closer
that Marx's and Engels'views on the state
rrrrd its withering away were completely identical, and that
M arx's expression quoted above refers merely to this wither-

r,xu,mination shows

'itt.o

away of the state.

Clearly, there can be no question of defining the exact
rroment of the luhtre withering away-the more so since it
rrnrst obviously be a rather lengthy process. The apparent
rlifference between Marx and Engels is due to the diflerent
srrbjects they dealt with, the different aims they were pursuing.
I,lngels set out to show Bebel plainl1,, sharply and in broad
orri,line, the absurdity of the prevailing prejudices concerning
Llrc state, shared to no small degree by Lassalle. Marx, on the
,r(,lier hand, only touched upon this question in passing, being
irrtcrested mainly in another subject, uiz., \he deuelopment of
.(

)ommunist society.

The whole theory of Nlarx is an application of the theory
oI
development-in its most consistent, complete, thought out
,,
:rnd replete form-to modern capitalism. It was natural for
Marx to raise the question of applying this theory both to the
lrrrthcoming collapse of capitalism and to lhe tuture developrrrcnt of future Communism.
On the basis of whal data can the question of the future
tlcvelopment of future Communism be raised?
On the basis of the fact Lhat it has its origin in capitalism,
llrat it develops historically from capitalism, that it is the
rcsult of the action of a social force to which capitalism hos
tfi,uen birth. There is no trace of an attempt on Marx's part to
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conjure up a Utopia, to make idle guesses about what cannot
be knowa. Marx treats the question of Communism in the
same way as a naturalist would treat the question of the
development of, say, a new biological species, if he knew that
such and such was its origin, and such and such the direction
in which it was changiug.
Marx, first of all, brushes aside the confusion the Gotha
Program brings into the question of the relation between state
and society. Ife writes:
"Present-day society" is the capitalist society which exists in all
civilized countries, more or less free from mediaeval admixture, more
or less modified by the special historical development of each country
and more or less developed. On the other hand the "present-day
state" changes with a country's frontier. It is different in the PrussoGerman Empire from what it is in Switzerland, it is different in
England from what it is in the United States. The "present-day
state" is therefore a fiction.
Nevertheless, the different states of the different civilized countries,
in spite of their varied diversity of form, all have this in common,
that they are based on modern bourgeois society, only one more or
less capitalistically developed. They have therefore also certain essential features in common. In this sense, it is possible to speak of the
"present-day state" in contrast with the future, in which its present
root, bourgeois society, wiltr have died away.

The question then arises: what transformation will the

states

undergo in communist society? In other words, what social functions
will remain in existence that are analogous to the present functions
of the state? This question can only be answered scientifically and
one does not get a flea-hop nearer to the problem by a thousand-fold
combination of the word people with the word state.

Having thus ridiculed all talk about a "people's state," Marx
forrnulates the question and wams us, as it were, that to arrive
at a scientific answer one must rely only on firmly established
scientific data.
The first fact that has been established with complete exactitude by the whole theory of development, by science as a

whoFa fact which the Utopians forgot, and which is forgotten by present-day opportunists who are afraid of the
Socialist revolution-is that, historically, there must undoubtLLz

{
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rxlly be a special stage of epoch of transition from capitalism
[o Communism.
V. L Lenin, The State and Reuolutioa, pp. 6g-71.

2.

Conditions for the 'Withering Away of the State

T
isl,s,

B

ll
tr:tualinequality. For the complete withering away of the state, comlrlcte Communism is necessary. (Y. I. Lenin, ?he State anil Reuol,ution, p.78.)
s l,i

The more complete the democracy becomes, the nearer the moment
it becomes unnecessary. The more democratic the
"sl,ate" of the armed workers-which is "no longer a state in the
l)roper sense of the word"-becomes, the more rapidly does the state
lregin to wither away. (Ibid., p.84.)
Communism alone is capable of giving a really complete democracy
rrrrd the more complete it is the more quickly will it become unrqrproaches, when

nccessary and wither away of

itself. (Ibid.)

We are in favor of the state's withering away and at the
for the strerigthening of the dictatorship
of the proletariat, which represents the most powerful and
rnighty authority of all forrns of state which have existed up
l,o the present day. The highest possible development of the
power of the state, with the object of preparing the conditions
lor the dying out of the state: that is the Marxist formula.
ls it "contradictory"? Yes, it is '(contradictory.,' But this
contradiction is a living thing, and completely reflects
Marxist dialectics'.
nome time we stand

Joseph Stalin, Lerui,wisrn, Yol.

II.

Certain comrades interpreted the thesis on the abolition of
the establishment of classless society and the dying
out of the state, to mean justification of laziness and com;rlacency, justification of the counter-revolutionary theory of
cl&sses,
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the subsiding of the class struggle and the weakening of stato
authority. Needless to say, such people cannot have anything
in common with our Parby. These are either degenerates, or
double dealers, who must be driven out of the Parby' The abolition of classes is not achieved by subduing the class struggle,

talist environment, which is far from being destroyed as yet,
and will not soon be destroYed.
Joseph Sr"alir., Report at the loint Plenum ol the Central Committee
C"itral Control Commission o! the Commun;ist PartA ol the
""i-iii
Sou,iet union, January 1933, pp. 54-55'

S.TheFightfortheStrengtheningoftheSovietStateand
tne tight€ning of Socialist Discipline During the
First Period of Socialist Construction

the bourgeoisie, the more dangerous the elements of petty-

bourgois anarchy become. And the fight against these elemente

lL4
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crnnot be waged solely with the aid of propaganda and agihal,ion, solely by organizing competition and by selecting orgtnizers. The struggle must also bo waged by means of
coercion.

In proportion as the
Irccomes, not military

fundamental task of the government
suppression, but administration, the

t,vpical manifestation of suppression and coercion will not be
nhooting on the spot, but trial by court. In this respect after
November 7 (October 25\,lgL7, the revolutionary masses took
t,he right course and demonstrated the virility of the revolution
by setting up their own workers' and peasants' courbs, even
bcfore the decrees dissolving the bourgeois bureaucratic legal
rr,pparatus were passed. But our revolutionary people's courts
are extremely, incredibly weak. One feels that we ha,ve not yet
changed the attitude of the people towards the courbs as
Lowards something official and alien, an attitude which is the
cffect of the yoke of the landlords and the bourgeoisie. It is

not yet sufficiently realized that the court is an organ which
all the poor in the work of state administration (for
l,he work of the courts is one of the functions of state adrninistration), that the court is an organ of the government
of the proletariat and of the poor peasants, that the court is
:r,n instrument for inculcating disci'plhe. There is not yet
sufficient appreciation of the simple and obvious fact that the
principal misfortunes of Russia at the present time, hunger
,and unemployment, cannot be remedied by enthusiasm but
'only by extensive, all-embracing, nation-wide organization and
discipline in order to increase, deliver and distribute in proper
time the output of bread for the people and bread for industry
(fuel), neither is it fully understood that those who violate
labor discipline in any factory or enterprise, are responsible
for starvation and unemployment, and that we must find those
who are guilty, put them to trial and ruthlessly punish them.
'Ihe petty-bourgeois influences against which we must now
wage a persistent struggle manifest themselves precisely in the
failure to appreciate the national ecouomic and political connections between starvation and unemployment and general
cnlists
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laxity in matters of organization and discipline, in the tenacity
of the petty-bowgeois marim: Grab as much as you can, and
hang the consequences.
V. L Lenin, Collected, Works, Russian edition, Vol' XXII, pp' 45940.

the transition from capitalism to socialism the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat is an absolute necessity; this
truth has been fully confirured also in the practice of our
Revolution. However, the dictatorship presupposes a really
revolutionary power which firmly and ruthlessly suppresses
both the exploiters and the hooligans; but our government is
too soft. Obedienee, and unconditional obedience, during work
(as demanded for instance by the Railway decree) to the
orders issued by the soviet leaders, dictators, who are elected
or appointed by the soviet institutions and endowed with
dictatorial power, is very inadequately enforced. It is the effect
of the petty-bourgeois influence, of small proprietory habits,
strivings and moods which are in utter contradiction to proletarian discipline and socialism. All claes-conscious proletarians must devote their attention to the fight against theso
. . . During

petty-bourgeois elements.
Ibid., p.

5Ol.

4. The Fight for the Strengthening of the Proletarian
tatorship at the Present

Dic-

Stage

The basis of our system is public property, just as private
property is the basis of capitalism. The capitalists proclaimed
private property to be sacred and inviolable when they, in
their time, were striving to consolidate the capitalist system.
All the more reason therefore why the Communist should proclaim public property to be sacred and inviolable in order, by
that, to consolidate the new socialist forms of economy in all
spheres of production and trade. To perrnit pilfering and theft
of public property-no matter whether it is state property
or the property of coiiperative societies and collectiYe farmsand to ignore such counter-revolutionary outrages, is tanta116
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rnount to aiding the abetting the undermining of the Soviet
system, which rests on the base of public property. These
were the reasons that prompted our Soviet government to pass
the recent law for the protection of public property. That law
is the basis of revolutionary law at the present time. And it is
l,he primary duty of every Communist, of every worker, and
of every collective farmer, to strictly carry out this law.
It is said that revolutionary law at the present time does
not differ in any way from revolutionary law in the first period
of N.E.P., that revolutionary law at the present time is a
rcversion to revolutionary law of N.E.P. This is absolutely
wrong. The edge of revolutionary law in the first period of
N.E.P. was turned mainly against the extremes of War Communism, against "illegal" conflscation and imposition of taxes.
It guaranteed the security of the property of the private
owner, of the capitalist, provided he strictly observed the laws
of the Soviets. The position in regard to revolutionary law
nt the present time is entirely different. The edge of revolutionary law at the present time is turned against thieves and
wreckers of social economy, against hooligans and the plun<lerers of public property. However, the main concern of
tevolutionary law at the present time is the protection of
Jrublic property and of no other.
That is why to wage the fight to protect public property, a
fight waged by all the measures and by all the means placed
at our command by the laws of the Soviet Government, is one
/ of the fundamental tasks of the Parby.
A strong and powerful dictatorship of the proletariat-that
is what we must have now in order to shatter the last rem-

nants of the dying classes and

to frustrate their thieving

designs.
Joseph Stalin, Report at the Joint Plenum oJ the Central Commi,ttee
and Central Control Comm'issi,on of the Communist Party of the Souint

Union, Jantary, 1933, pp.

53-54.

Take for example the question of building clossless soci,alist
society. The Seventeenth Party Conference declared that we
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are marching towards classless socialist society. It goes without saying that classless society cannot come by itself. It has
to be won and built by the efforts of all the toilers, by
strengthening the organs of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
by extending the class struggle, by abolishing classes, by
tiquidating the remnants of the capitalist classes in battles
with the enemy, both iuternal and external.
The thing is clear, one would think.
And yet, who does not know that the promulgation of this
clear and elementary thesis of Leninism has given rise to not
a little confusion and unhealthy moods among a certain section
of Party members? The thesis-advanced as a slogan-about
our advancing towards classless society is interpreted by them
as a spontaneous process. And they begin to reason in the
following way: If it is a classless society, then we can relax the
class struggle, we can relax the dictatorship of the proletariat
and generally abolish the state, which in any case has got to
die out soon. And they dropped into a state of moon-calf
ecstasy in the expectation that soon there will be no classes
and therefore no class stmggle, and therefore no cares and
worries, and therefore it is possible to lay down our arms
and retire-to sleep and to wait for the advent of classless
society.

There can be no doubt that this confusion of mind and these
moods are as like as two peas to the well-known views of the
Right deviationists who believed that the old must automatically grow into the new, and that one fine day we shall
wake up and find ourselves in socialist society.
As you see, the remnants of the ideology of the defeated
anti-Leninist groups can be revived, and have not lost their
tenacity by a long way"
It goes without saying that if this confusion of mind and
these non-Bolshevik moods overcame the majority of our
Party, the Party would find itself demobilized and disarmed.
Joseph Stalin, "Report to the Seventeenth Congress of the C.P.S.U.,"
Socialism Victorious, pp. M-65.
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Despite the desperate resistance of the class enemies and the
attacks upon the Party by the agents of the class enemies-the
opportunists of all shades-the policy of the Party, the policy
of its C.C., has triumphed. It has triumphed, first, becauso
this policy corresponds to the class interests of the millions
of workers and peasants, and, second, because the Bolshevik
Party, its C.C., not only proclaimed political slogans but were
able in a Bolshevik manner to organize the masses to put
these slogans into practice, to organize and rearrange every
organ and apparatus of the proletariau dictatorship in keeping
with the new tasks of the reconstruction period.
At the Sixteenth Parby Congress, Comrade Stalin, in characterizing the essence of the Bolshevik offensive in the period
of reconstruction, pointed to the necessity of

..

.

organizing the reconstruction

of all the practical work of

our

trade union, co-operative, Soviet and all other kinds of mass or-

ganizations in keeping with the demands of the reconstruction period;
in organizing in them a nucleus of the most active and revolutionary
workers, pushing aside and isolating the opportunities, narrow craft
unionists and bureaucratic elements; driving out of them the hostile
and degenerate elements, promoting new workers from below . . .
mobilizing the Party itself to organize the whole oflensivel strengthening and pulling together the Party organizations.

. Guiding itself by these precepts, the Party during the period
under review carried out important measures to improve the
work of the Soviet, economic and Parby organizations, to rearrange their work in keeping with the demands of the successful fulfillment of the decisions and slogans of the Party
and the government.

The most weighty of these measures were:
1. The fur[her development of districting-the abolition of
olvugsf the creation of new districts and the organization of
the political departments of the machine and tractor stations
and Soviet farms which have brought the leadership closer to
the village, to the collective farrn, and which have corrected
the major shortcomings in the work in the countryside; the
* Former territorial unit embracing several districts.-Zd.
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organization of regions in the llkraine; the splitting up of
several regions (oblasts and lsrais ") and the like.
2. The splitting up of the People's Commissariats, of the
chief boards and trusts, thus bringing the leadership nearer to
the lower production links, to the factories; the subdivision of
the Supreme Council of National Economy into three People's
Commissariats-the People's Commissariat of Heavy Industry, the People's Commissariat of Light Industry, the People's
Commissariat of Timber; of the People's Commissariat of
Agriculture into two People's Commissariats-the People's
Commissariat of Agriculture and the People's Commissariat
of Soviet Farms; of the People's Commissariat of Trade into
two People's Commissariats-the People's Commissariat of
Supply and the People's Commissariat of Foreign Trade; of
the People's Commissariat of Ways of Communication into
two People's Commissariats and one board-the People's Commissariat of Ways of Communication, the People's Commissariat of Waterways and the Central Board of Road Transport,
and so forth.
3. The carrying through of the purging of the Soviet and
economic organs and the curtailment of their personnel l the
abolition of the functional system in the coal industry and
railway transport for the purpose of flghting red tape, bureaucratic methods of leadership and depersonalization, the shifting
of the best engineers and technicians from the apparatus and
the office directly to production.
4. The splitting up of the trade unions which has led to the
strengthening of the r6le of the C.C.'s of the industrial trade
unions I the reorganization of the system of supply-the organization of workers' supply departments attached to the
factory managements with an extension of their right and the
organization of the Workers' Closed Coiiperative Stores.
5. The organization of political departments in railway and
airway transport, the institution of the system of Party organizers in the coal industry and other industrial branches
including the People's Commissariat of Waterways.
+Larger territorial units each embracing several olffugs.-Ed.
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6. The carrying out of the purging of the Parby as the
highest form of Party self-criticism and the consolidation of
the Party as the organized vanguard of socialist construction.
The success of this work was insured by the development of
self-criticism and the mobilization of the activity of the masses
for creative construction, by socialist competition and shock
brigade work.
The prompt raising and carrying out into life by the Party
of all these orgaaizational questions insured the Party and
socialist construction against a discrepancy between the correct line of the Party and the organizational work required
to carry out this line.
The Seveuteenth Congress of the C.P.S.U" holds that despite the successes achieved in carrying out the reanangement
of the levers of the proletarian dictatorship, the organizational
and practical work nevertheless lags behind the demands of
the political directives and does not satisfy the requirements
of the present period-the period of the Second Five-Year

Plan-which have grown immensely.
The present period of socialist construction is characterized
by the still greater complexity of the tasks, by the still higher
level of the demands presented to the leadership. The principal tasks of the Second Five-Year Plan period-the final
liquidation of the capitalist elements, the overcoming of the
survivals of capitalism in the economy and consciousness of
people, the completion of the reconstruction of the whole of
national economy on the basis of modern technique, the
mastery of the new technique and the new enterprises, the
mechanization of agriculture and the raising of its productivity
put the question of raising the quality of work in

-urgently
all branches of industry, first and foremost the quality of
organizational and practical leadership.
Now that the general line of the Party has conquered, now
that the policy of the Parby has been tested by life, by the
experience not only of the members of the Party but also of
millions of workers and toiling peasants, the task of raising
organizational work to the level of political leadership rises
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